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That the Orono campus will
continue to maintain its "most
valuable" iewel-like status within
the 
"crown'' of the recently
expanded and changing University
of Maine system is evident within
the recommendations of the Higher
Lducation Planning Commission's
report made public Tuesday
evening.
The 27 member IMP
Senate's speaker loses
The battle for the Memorial Gym
by David Bright, Russ Van Arsdale and members of the CAMPUS News Staff
A bitter debate between the General
Student Senate and the Department of
Atbktics came to a head Monday night,
when in the course of one hour the
senate cancelled a scheduled speech by
Idaho Democrat Senator Frank Church,
then called the Senator back and
rescheduled the talk.
The issue revolved around the use of
the Memorial Gymnasium and the reasons
die senate was denied use of it. A
running debate traveled from the senate
office to the office of Harold Westerman,
professor and director of physical
education and athletics, then on to the
office of UMO president Winthrop C.
Libby.
The senate had received word Monday
Nov 3. Church would be able to speak.
At the time Church called, negotiations
were already underway to secure the
men's gym and the senate, running on
the assumption it would have the gym,
accepted Church's speaking date. Senate
offkials knew there were two freshman
um classes scheduled for that afternoon,
involving close to 200 students, but
reasoned the classes could easily be
moved to the field house.
Later that day, Libby hinted to
Assistant to the Senate President Charlie
Jacobs there might be trouble in securing
the gym. Tuesday it became apparent
Libby's hint was justified as Westerman
said classes could not be moved into the
field house, but gave what one senate
leader described as "no valid reason" for
Ms decision. Official notice of the
rejection came to the senate Tuesday
from the registrar.
fhe rest of the week was taken up by
a continuous string of meetings in an
attempt to reach some compromise. On
CAnesday, Senate President Stan Cowan
and Vice President Chic Chalmers had a
private meeting with Westerman. At that
,ession Westerman outlined some
altanatives to using the gym, including a
;arge tent, the field house and the
mcmorial stadium. He was still solid in
his stand of "no gym" and Cowan and
Chalmers left saying they would consider
the alternatives.
For mainly financial and acoustical
Asons, the senate executive board ruled
Westerman's alternative plans. The
heavy rains and possible cold
Acather made an outside speech a bad
though Church had indicated he
Aould be willing to speak outside. A tent
%kould cost too much and experts from
the University audio-visual department
g.o e the senate "less than a 50-50
hance" of being able to set up a good
a,mustical system in a tent or the field
house.
Thursday afternoon a petition effort
gut under way to solicit student opinion
on the issue. While senate people passed
the petition the senate leadership met in
a renewed effort to get the gym. What
they came up with were two special
resolutions which passed by a heavy
margin at a regularly scheduled meeting
ot the Student Senate that night. The
ft asked for a committee to be set up
to study the problems of scheduling
academic and social activities in the
mnasiums, and to look into the
problem of how to best use these
facilities to benefit the largest part of the
University community.
The second resolution, passed 53/3/2,
questioned the specific incident at hand
and resolved that the senate "go on
record as seriously questioning the
motives, rationale and philosophy of the
Department of Athletics in its attitudes
and actions relative to the problem of
scheduling a major address to the student
body in the Memorial Gymnasium by the
Honorable Frank Church...and go on
record as suggesting that these actions
and attitudes are contrary to the spirit of
cooperation which should characterize a
University community."
It was that resolution which senate
leaders presented to Westerman at a
meeting Friday afternoon.
With Westerman were physical
education instructor Harold Woodbury;
Sam Sezak, in charge of the intramural
program; and Linwood Camille,
responsible for programming and running
the freshman physical education programs.
Visably shaken by the senate resolution,
Westerman again refused use of the
gymnasium.
The meeting discussed two possibilities,
one that the freshmen classes be moved,
the other that the speech be changed
until 3:30 p.m. when no classes were
scheduled. Westerman argued the 3:30
time would interfere with other gym
activities, mostly freshman and varsity
basketball practice, ski team, wrestling
and football practice. The various teams.
Westerman pointed out, would all be
involved in changing and preparing for
practice at the same time as Church's
speech.
A suggestion practices be moved up
unitl after the speech brought solid
opposition from Sezak, who said moving
the schedule would hinder his mtermural
activity, which on a given night could
involve as many as 500 students.
The 3400 student and faculty
signatures on the senate petition did not
seem to sway the members of the
department and Westerman is reported to
have commented the students did not
know what they were signing when they
signed the petition. The petition
explained the situation and read "we find
it incredible that a class cannot be moved
in order to accommodate a United States
Senator." It continued "We, the
undersigned students and faculty of this
University, urge the Athetic Department
to cooperate so that we may listen to
this most distinguished Senator next
Thursday."
"We had no way to adjust the
program, certainly not without throwing
the maine
Westerman's decision. A disagreement
arose over whether extracurricular
activities should have the same priorities
as a class, with senate leaders arguing the
speech would benefit more students than
the extracurricular athletic program. Still
Westerman remained firm.
At the close of the meeting the issue
was still not resolved and senate leaders
went back to their office to further
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somebody out," Westerman said later in
regard to rescheduling the team practices.
His argument was accepted by some of
the students, although they still could not
see why the regular class could not be
moved. Jacobs mentioned later he had
gone over to the gym on Thursday during
the time class was in session and found
both classes meeting in the field house
playing touch football. It was pointed out
later the gym department plans called for
a change from football to basketball this
week.
From Westerman's office, the meeting
moved directly to Libby's office. There
Libby is reported to have strongly
suggested to Westerman he allow the use
of the gym at 3:30, but the President did
not use his authority to override
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discuss the situation. Time was running'
out, posters were being held at the
printers and a decision had to be made.
After a heated executive session it was
decided Hauck Auditorium was the only
feasible choice.
Ron Lebel. one of Cowan's executive
assistants, argued against the use of
Hauck, since his conversations with
campus security police indicated fire laws
would permit only 670 persons. Even
with aisles, stage, upstairs classrooms and
the projection booth filled, argued Lebel,
only a fraction of the students who had
expressed their desire to hear Church by
signing the petition could do so in
Hauck.
The entire spirit of the Moratorium
would be dampened by Church's speaking
in Hauck. Lebel continued, noting the
intent of Thursday's activities was to
feature a rally keynoted by Senator
Church rather than just a political speech.
Discussion continued through the
weekend and on Monday morning Nov.
10 no other decisions had been made.
Posters were printed with blanks left for
place and time. Lebel now argued to
c.incel the speech altogether. saying
"I- ither we have a good program now, or
we have a good program in the Spring, or
we don't have any program at all.-
At Monday's meeting in the senate
office was Sophomore Class President Jim
McLean, whose class was providias the
51.500 honorarium Church was to be
paid for his appearance. McLean
expressed doubts the small number of
students who could hear the speech
would be worth the expense. 1 he issue
was hotly debated in closed session and
the meeting ended with the decision to
call Church and cancel the speech. only
three days before it was to be given. The
senate reached Church directly and
explained the situation. The senator was
reportedly disappointed that his speech
had been cancelled, as he had already
received welcoming letters from Governor
Kenneth Curtis and Senator Ed Muskie.
Church was offered the S1,500 he had
been promised, but declined it and
indicated he would be willing to come in
the Spring. After the call, senate leaders
were still not happy about the decision
and after a nighttime meeting with Dean
of Students Art Kaplan, called the
senator back and told him they wanted
him to speak after all. They explained all
that had happened and told him he
would be speaking to a limited audience.
The reason for the abrupt change in
senate policy is still unclear, though the
general consensus was that Church's
speech was more important now than in
the Spring. As Kaplan put it, "The issue
is that Church will be speaking about the
war at a time when many persons are
actively working to see it end. In the
Spring he might be able to speak on
another subject, but his comments on the
war are most appropriate now."
Orono still top of Super-ILI system
NEP commission gives first report
Commission, or "Blue Ribbon"
Committee. represented by Judge
Frank M. Coffin of Portland,
commission chairman, and Robert
A. Martin of Waterville, released
the commission's initial
recommendations for renovating the
UM educational system, and the
role each campus will play within
the revised system, during a press
conference in Augusta Completion
of the IlEP report is the first step
in Chancellor Donald R. McNeil's
Master Plan for guiding the
University's programs throughout
the 1980's.
In emphasizing the future roles
of the nine UM campuses, the
report also made recommendations
for combining the Portland and
Gorham campuses into a southern
7.1r...ne educational center, for
forming two-year community
colleges. and affiliating the state
vocational-technical institutes with
four UM campuses.
Concerning the Orono branch,
the report states "Leadership is
indefinable but can be recognized
when present. Orono can and
should provide that
leadership. and should plan on
and work toward further growth
qualitatively and quantitatively to
continue...the students' faculty's
and administrations'...quest for
institutional excellence on a
national level.
The report's recommendations
give Orono a greater leading role in
developing more graduate programs,
along with increased research
continued on page 2
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Other UM campuses will undergo changes
continued from page I
facilities to support additional
doctoral programs which, it states,
"are a major source of the future
of the Orono campus and represent
a unique contribution that Orono
can make to the state-wide
system."
"Many areas of significant
strength are already in being at
Orono," the commission notes. The
report cites the biological sciences,
the physical and engineering
sciences, the teacher preparation
programs, psychology, philosophy,
and the arts as the Orono campus'
areas of strength.
Judge Coffin, in reference to the
increased emphasis on graudate
programs, denied the possibility of
this campus eventually becoming
strictly a UM graduate program
center. As far as the HEP
Commission is concerned, the
campus will continue to serve as a
major undergraduate campus as
well as a key graduate studies
center, he said.
The commission envisions
building op two centers of higher
educational strength within the
system. One center will be at
Orono. The other will eventually
result from the combination of the
Portland and Gorham campuses,
under one administration, into one
I'M system serving the southern
part of the state.
UMP/GORHAM
The recommendations for
effecting this merger so the two
campuses will not duplicate each
other's educational activities involve
letting the Portland location
Introductory courses, for all
disciplines, however, would be
offered at both locations. And the
graduate programs now offered at
these campuses would be
designated to their appropriate
places.
Also the report stated the
president of this center should have
his office in Gorham, "so that as
his responsibilities pull him into
communities, the report noted.
The two-year curriculum at these
four centers would be set up to
allow "qualified" students to finish
their four years of college at one
of the four-year campuses.
The commission designated the
end of the 1969-71 biennium as
the time when the VTI's should be
affiliated with their respective UM
campuses.
hold public hea ings for faculty,
students, administrators and
townspeople in the eight campus
areas.
After the hearings, Dr. McNeil
will consult with his staff and they
will make their decisions. These
recommendations will then be
presented to the Board of Trustees .
Dec. 17
presented to the legislature for
final action.
State Colleges become community colleges
the city, and as the city reaches
out toward him, the gap, if one
exists, will be closed."
In attempting to meet the needs
of southern Maine for a
community college, the commission
recommended that the Southern
Maine Vocational Technical
Institute serve as a two-year college
offering educational opportunities
below the baccalaureate level.
COMMUNITY COLLEGES
Four other UM campuses
currently conducting four-year
programs, have also been assigned
to undertake community college
activities within their areas, in'
conjunction with vocational
-technical institutes, and dispense
with their four-year curriculums.
The Augusta campus would join
forces with Central Maine
Vocational Technical Institute, the
South Campus in Bangor would
combine with Eastern Maine NM,
Tentative plans for the
Farmington State College involve
continuing the four-year
undergraduate teacher education
program while also developing
"experimental programs for the
preparation of teachers and
professional personnel in education.
This will entail strenghtening the
liberal arts offering supporting the
teacher education programs leading
to a degree.
The HEP report also
recommends the present graduate
programs be phased out and
transferred to either the Orono, or
the Portland-Gorham centers.
Objectives for the remaining
college, Aroostook State in Presque
Isle, call for adult education,
consultation, and community
leadership services being
incorporated into the program of
an undergraduate general college.
The commission hopes that the
college and Northern Maine VII
"quickly establish close ties for
Southern UM president should locate at Gorham
administer the social and natural
sciences, and the business
administration and nursing
programs within multi-story
classroom, laboratory and research
building, with future hoising
facilities built close to the city.
The Gorham complex will
tentatively handle "the arts and
humanities, industrial arts, teacher
education, health-physical
education, and inter-collegiate
athletics." The necessary
dormitories, athletic, and other
large space facilities would be at
Gorham, "and the traditional
beauty of a Maine campus would
be preserved."
Washington State College would
operate with the newly formed
Machias VTI, and Fort Kent State
serving the St. John Valley, would
work out a two-year program on
its own.
The two-year programs would be
formed to more readily fulfill the
trained manpower needs of these
areas, to help families that cannot
stand the financial drain of a four
year college program, and permit
people to obtain post-high school
training who cannot meet the
admission requirements of four-year
colleges. Also, these programs could
make a contribution to
culturally-improverished Maine
The RED LION
Authentic English Pub
CHOP HOUSE
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945-LONDON
extensive banquet facilities
MILLER'S RESTAURANT- 427 Main SI., BANGOR
Before You Come
To Hartford Seminary
You Need Charisma &
a Catalogue
Hartford Seminary's unique MA in Religious Studies
program provides independent study in four main areas:
Biblical Studies; History of Religion; Human Nature
and Religion and Theological Studies. And if you wish to
earn a professional degree, add one more year for an M.Div.
You have the charisma ... we have the catalogues.
Send for one and find out about Hartford Seminary.
• 
hiunfoQO seminavy counoation
Ns 55 Elizabeth Street, Hartford, Conn. 06105
Write to: Secretary of Admissions—Room H-5
planning to avoid either an overlap
or a gap in the services provided to
the region."
These HEP proposals, along with
others dealing with future tuitional
rates, policies, and other UM
financial policies, will be presented
to Chancellor McNeil.
PUBLIC HEARINGS
Dr. McNeil and his staff will
The Board's decisions will be
implemented, oi• where necessary,  
HARDING
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Bill Gavett
Snow Tires
Winter Tuneup
Flying A
866-2538
University Motors
Bill Gavett
U. S. Tires
AAA
Chevron
866-2311
MIMI"
Are you willing
to go as low as $1955
for a new VW?
Delivered Price
in Bangor, Maine
Including:
Leatherette Seats
Padded Vinyl Interior
Safety Belts
Day/Night Mirror
Outside Mirror
Front Seat Head Rests
2-Speed Elec. Wipers
Windshield Washer
Preparation Charge
Rust Preventative
Ign./Steering Lock
Ri. Window Defogger
Dual Braking System
Back-up Lights
4-Way Flasher
4
-Speed Trans.
Heater & Defroster
15" Wheels
Freight Charge
PINE STATE VOLKSWAGEN307 HOGAN ROAD BANGOR
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Arts College re-evaluates ROTC
by Mark A. Leslie
A faculty committee of the
College of Arts and Sciences
presented a resolution Nov. 3 in
"an attempt to alter administrative
control over the ROTC program."
The committee, headed by
Assistant Professor George
Cunningham, was assigned last
spring to evaluate the ROTC and
decide whether or not it should be
at UMO and what role it should
play in the University community.
The resolution, passed by an
overwhelming majority of the
nearly 100 A&S faculty members
present at the meeting, proposed
that the following specific
recommendations be adopted.
A permanent Faculty Committee
on ROTC comprised .of the
Professor of Military Science IPMS)
and representatives of the various
colleges should be establishedto
a. define the program in
general, its courses and their
content;
b. determine the balance
between military and non-military
courses in the program;
c. review continually the
operation of the ROTC and to
recommend improvements.
d. recommend approval or
disapproval of Army officers
nominated to the faculty; and
c. recommend periodically
(every two or three years) the
continuing of discontinuing of
academic credit of ROTC courses;
The resolution also recommended
the PMS and his
commissioned-officer faculty be
required to have completed one
year of graduate work at a civilian
university prior to reporting.
Courses such as national defense
policy, military history,
management, speech and
psychology of leadership should be
taught by the academic faculty,
and courses, including military
science, carrying academic credit
NOTICE
Each year the Political Science
Deparment sends six UM students
to participate in the National
Model United Nations. The next
student UN conferences will be
held from April 29 to May 3,
1970, in New York City.
University and college delegations
will represent the UN member
states in the Model General
Assembly. Any student who is
interested in attending should
contact Prof. Walter S.
Schoenberger in 33 North Stevens
as soon as possible.
UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA,
BERKELY CAMPUS:
Unique lecture notes. Hundreds of
courses, taken directly in class by
professionals from world - famous
teachers. $1-$4. Send for free
catalog.
FRY BATE LECTURE NOTES,
Dept. 17, 2440 Bancroft Way,
Berkely, Calif. 94704.
Committee recommends more administrative
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should be open to all interested
students.
The 'committee also
recommended the PMS hold the
academic rank of professor and his
commissioned officers the academic
ranks as determined by the
committee.
Steps must be taken immediately
toward the implementation of these
recommendations, to be completed
no later than September 1971, the
committee concluded.
At the meeting it was also
decided to maintain the present
system of giving ROTC credits
toward graduation to A&S students
in the ROTC program. 53 A&S
students
program.
This credit system coincides with
those of the Business and
Agriculture Departments. The
College of Technology voted about
10 years ago not to give graduation
credits for ROTC to technology
students.
John J. Nolde, dean of Arts and
Sciences, said recently the ROTC
evaluation was partially brought
about by action taken by Harvard
and several other colleges
concerning
Nolde
are now
ROTC.
said,
in the ROTC
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program is
useful. But I think it should have
more civilian-oriented people. I
think the commissioned officers
should have a background of liberal
arts...people who have taken such
courses as political science and
history."
Colonel Fell, professor of
Military Science at UMO, said, "I
feel it would be unfair for me to
comment on the resolution until I
have spoken to President Libby
about it."
The Alaska fur seal has reappeared
on the California coast to breed again
for the first time in 130 years.
control
Girls, Girls,
new salon hours
your beauty needs
Monday thru Fiday
9 — 5
Saturday
9 — 1
Wednesday & Friday
Girls
to service
Evenings
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Mr. Reginald's
33 Main Street - Orono
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41 Park St - Bangor
*CEILING
AND
VISIBILITY
UNLIMITED
At Pratt & Whitney Aircraft "ceiling and visibility unlimited''
is not just an expression. For example, the President of our
parent corporation joined P&WA only two years after receiv-
ing an engineering degree. The preceding President, now
Chairman, never worked for any other company. The current
President of P&WA started in our engineering department
as an experimental engineer and moved up to his present
position. In fact, the majority of our senior officers all have
one thing in common — degrees in an engineering or
scientific field.
To insure CAVU*, we select our engineers and scientists
carefully. Motivate them well. Give them the equipment and
facilities only a leader can provide. Offer them company-paid,
graduate education opportunities. Encourage them to push
into fields that have not been explored before. Keep them
reaching for a little bit more responsibility than they can
manage. Reward them well when they do manage it.
Your degree can be a B.S., M.S., or Ph.D. in: MECHANICAL •
AERONAUTICAL • ELECTRICAL • CHEMICAL • CIVIL •
MARINE • INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING • PHYSICS • CHEM-
ISTRY • METALLURGY • MATERIALS SCIENCE • CERAM-
ICS • MATHEMATICS • STATISTICS • COMPUTER SCI-
ENCE • ENGINEERING SCIENCE • ENGINEERING MECHANICS.
Consult your college placement officer — or write Mr.
William L. Stoner, Engineering Department, Pratt & Whitney
Aircraft, East Hartford, Connecticut 06108.
CAVU* might also mean full utilization of your technical skills
through a wide range of challenging programs which include let
engines for the newest military and commercial aircraft, gas
turbines for industrial and marine use, rocket engines for space
programs, fuel cells for space vehicles and terrestrial uses, and
other advanced systems.
Pratt & Whitney Aircraft
EAST HARTFORD AND MIDDLETOWN, CONNECTICUT
WEST PALM BEACH, FLORIDA
DIVISION Of UNITED AIRC,1A,, cOPooRAT
A
An (quer CIpportun.t, toripio,w
campus disorder policy: dictatorial subterfuge
The time for soft words and fancy phrases
has ended. The policy for campus disorder is
a case in point. In the Sept. 18 issue of the
CAMPUS an editorial appeared warning
students of the dangers of Section B of the
"Statement on Campus Disorders." That
section reads, "When justified by the
circumstances, the University will employ the
means necessary, including juridicial remedies
and other outside forces, to obtain compliance
with University rules and regulations."
It was pointed out that "outside forces"
refers to the state police, and thusly to
"mace, clubs, hand guns, rifles and other
assorted weapons." We asserted that only
under specified circumstances, written as law,
should outside police be called onto campus.
We suggested that such written laws would
free President Libby and future presidents
from the responsibility of making so grave a
decision. No action was taken, and last week
the campus disorder policy was approved by
students, faculty, and trustees alike, without
realizing the significance of their actions.
The campus disorder policy is simply an
elaborate cover-up for an aristocratic rule by
the University president and the board of
trustees.
Under the present system, a great many
people may be consulted in case of a possible
need for use of outside police, but the only
man who can make the decision is the
president. Also, if the president decides that
there is not sufficient time available to consult
anyone, that, in his opinion, a crisis is
eminent, he may call in the state police
immediately. He need not consult the Dean of
Students, the security chief, his vice-presidents,
anyone. He has dictatorial power in any and
all instances.
Why has the Student Senate and faculty
been so blind to the meaninglessness of the
campus disorder policy in this respect?Could
it be that none of the people in these groups
can foresee the policy used against them?Isn't
there an unconscious acceptance that the
policy is protecting them from the activities
of the SdS, the Moratorium people and
whatever future leftist groups spring up on
campus?
Last year, after the disastrous peace
demonstration at which mob violence nearly
broke out, the resultant disciplinary action
against the march hecklers surprised nearly
everybody. The hecklers and those who
sympathized with them had no comprehension
that the Code included them and neither did
many faculty and administrators. The
chairman of the Disciplinary Board is reported
to have said he wished the whole thing could
be dropped.
Dropped. When the marchers were put, as
the policy states it, "in reasonable fear of
physical harm," they had a right to expect
protection, and again, as the policy states,
discipline that is "appropriate, swift, and
consistant with the rights of students as
protected by the code."
The Disciplinary Code failed last spring
because the "wrong" people were being
charged with the violations. It is this type of
attitude that is responsible for the swift
approval this year of the campus disorder
policy.
If the mechanism for our own policing has
failed because of this attitude, isn't it highly
possible and probable that the new policy for
dealing with major violent crisis and using the
same unwritten code of justice, will fail even
more miserably?
Without specific provisions for the use of
"outside forces" which make it clear that
everyone regardless of political viewpoint will
be subject to the same rights and/or penalties,
justice at UM will be a mockery.
Let's get off our asses and do something about
the campus disorder policy. Don't say "it
can't happen to me" because it can happen,
and when it does you'll want fair and equal
justice. Protect yourself now. Drop in on
President Libby or see your senator. Express
your feelings. It may do some good.
DEF
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opinion
church
and the gym
To the Editor:
I think it is most important that
someone explain, in detail, why the
address by Senator Frank Church.
scheduled for 3:30 p.m. on
November 13, 1969, in Hauck
Auditorium was, on Monday
afternoon, almost rescheduled for a
date in the spring. I think it is
important because 4,000 of you
signed petitions saying you wanted
to see Frank Church that afternoon
in the Memorial Gymnasium. The
problem began when the
Department of Physical Education
and Athletics refused to allow the
students to the gym that
afternoon. The reason given was
that physical education classes were
scheduled until 3:00 p.m. followed
by freshman basketball practice.
The department refused to hold
the phys. ed. classes in the field
house, asserting that we should put
Senator Church there instead. The
department refused to move
freshman basketball practice to
Lengyel Hall since they said the
backboards were different. I could,
personnaly, understand why phys.
cd. classes could not be cancelled.
University policy forbids regularly
scheduled classes from being
interrupted by activities related to
the peace movement. I could not
understand, however, why these
classes could not be moved into
the fieldhouse. The department
told us, in effect, that they could
not hold gym classes in the
conditions which exist in the field
house, but asked us to force a
dist in pi u ished United States
Senator to address an audience
there. An audience that would
stand on a mud floor under
by St,
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by Steve King
The subject this week is cops.
Funny thing about cops--not too many people
seem to like them. The New Left doesn't like
them. To the New Left cops are pigs, mean old
nasties that beat up on black people, long-hairs,
and about anyone else they can get their
psychotic hands on. The Supreme Court doesn't
seem to like them. They've handed down on a
number of decisions lately which agree with the
Constitutional idea of individual liberty but
which have hamstrung the cops in a number of
practical ways. Jaywalkers don't like them.
People who aren't financially solvent enought to
get their parking-tickets fixed don't like them.
Taxpayers who have to foot their bills don't like
them. Who likes the cops?
Well, I do.
Mostly it's the New Left that ticks me off. It's
the cartoons in underground newspapers
depicting pigs in blue uniforms beating up on
people. It's people who piously defend Huey
Newton, who shot one. It's these whiners and
these pulers and these idiots who prate insane
nonsense about "citizen police" and "fascist
pigs" and "racist gunslingers." These are the
people who tick me off.
Cops?
The word is a British abbrieviation for
"constable on patrol." In New York City he
makes about $8,500 a year, and out of that he
has to buy his own uniforms, his own shoes, his
own accessories. He works a 44-hour week for
this princely sum. In New York City it is
estimated that a family must possess an income
of at least $9,000 a year to support a family of
four.
For this incredible fortune, and for the
privilege of working on Christmas, Easter,
Thanksgiving, and weekends, your average cop is
faced with the garbage of humanity. He is faced
with pre-teen girls who have been raped, with
blowlif in the wind
by Chris Amorosino
A hero is a person to be emulated;
he is someone admired and respected
for his personal achievements. He
must be one person, a single figure
who can be credited with some great
achievement. Unfortunately, Dwight
D. Eisenhower was the last American
hero.
America will never again have a
hero because the world today is so
complex that one man can never be
pointed out as being solely
responsible for a great achievement.
We have reached the point where one
man's ingenuity, is no longer enough;
it takes a team of men or a group of
individual discoveries to solve today's
problems. America is now a land of
interdependence, group effort and
specialization in which no heroescan
possibly emerge.
For example, the journey to the
moon by Apollo eleven is called
man's greatest adventure, yet it has
failed to produce a hero. President
HEROES
Nixon called this achievement the
greatest event since creation, but Neil
Armstrong has not become the hero
that Charles Lindbergh became.
To think of one man alone against
the world doing something deemed
impossible only a few years earlier is
inspiring. To think of a crew of men
backed by one of the greatest
accumulations of knowledge and
machinery ever massed together
completing the greatest achievement
of all time is expected.
As another example of the
nonexistence of heros, one may look
at any national political figure today.
He is not a man but a corporation; a
figurehead representing a mass of
advisors, counselors, speech writers,
and supporters. He cannot be his own
man, but he must be whatever the
people behind him deem he should
be. He's like a product straight off
the Republican or Democratic
assembly line that has been stuffed
with knowledge, inflated with an
image, and comes complete with such
accessories as permanent press smiles.
Thus he cannot be thought of as a
hero because he isn't completely
himself, but a representative for a
certain group.
America's ambitions are so massive
that no one man can 'ever hope to
accomplish any of them alone. Her
problems are too complex to be
handled by one person without the
counsultation of many others. Long
ago we realized that the best results
emanate from a group of specialists
rather than from one man.
In one respect this
interdependence is good, and in
another way it is a tragedy. Only
through group effort and
specialization can we continue to
progress and raise our standard of
living, yet by following this course
there will be no more American
heros, for how can a person emulate
a corporation.
mothers who have beaten their babies to death
and then stuffed the babies into trash cans, with
race-riots, with blacks who gaily loot department
stores and pawnshops for the greater glory of the
struggle for equality, with whites who loot to
show their support for the glorious struggle for
equality; they do such piggy things as arresting
heroin pushers selling to junior-high and grammar
school kids; they sometimes, in a subhuman and
animalistic frenzy, fire their weapons at people
who have fired at them; they use horrible
chemical warfare weapons like Mace which
cruelly break up riots before they can begin, thus
spoiling everybody's fun; they do fun things like
standing all-night stakeouts; they have the
aesthetic pleasure of covering maimed and burst
bodies after traffic accidents; they are graced
with poor insurance plans (they are bad risks),
poor vacation allotments, and lousy pension
plans.
It's a dirty old world, and while these New
Left individuals exist with their heads in the rosy
clouds of Marxism, socialism, liberalism, urban
reform, racial reform, world reform, and spiritual
reform, the cop has got his nose right down in
the filth, frying (in his own piggy way, right?) to
make sure that the rest of us aren't robbed,
raped, kidnapped, conned, or killed.
Well listen, friends. These arc thc people who
stand between you and the chaos of an insane
society, and you better wise up to the fact. In
my book the guy who goes around calling cops
pigs is a pig himself, with a filthy mouth and a
vapid mind.
Bad cops, you say?
Sure there are bad cops. There are some bad
cops in Oakland, where the Panthers have been
unduly harassed. There are bad cops in Alabama,
where some other black people (and whites, too)
have been beat on. There are bad cops in Maine
and there are bad ones in California. The wonder
is that there aren't more bad ones. When you live
with garbage, you usually start to smell like it.
too. We saw some bad cops in Chicago right on
TV last summer. But Chicago is a unique case--it
is a city run by corruption, bossed by
ward-heelers, and firmly in the grip of the Mafia.
It is headed up by Mayor Richard Daley, who is
crooked, stupid, and feeble-minded.
And if you don't like Chicago, take a look at
New York, which has some of the best cops in
the world. Show me a riot in Chicago or Reagan's
sunny California, and show you none in New
York.
Okay, that's it. But the next time you open
your mouth to talk about pigs, you better have a
specific one in mind and stop making these
stupid and ugly generalizations. Otherwise you
might just as well pull on your white sheet and
join the Klan or go around telling people that the
only good Indian is a dead one.
softball nets would attempt to
catch the Senator's words before
they echoed and re-echoed into
oblivion. We were told by audio
experts on campus that to attempt
a field house rally was,
acoustically, one huge gamble.
We admitted that the University
policy did extend to prohibiting
phys. ed. class cancellation. It was
clear, however, that the matter of
rescheduling or cancelling basketball
practice was a decision the
department had complete authority
to make, and a decision they
refused to make. In order that the
department would not be forced to
reschedule phys. ed. classes, we
agreed to move the time of
Senator Church's address ahead
from 2:00 p.m. to 3:30 p.m. We
felt that this compromise would
provide the solution, but it was
flatly rejected by the department
reiterating their position that they
would in no way allow any of
their scheduled activities to be, in
any way, affected. It was this spirit
of cooperation which characterized
our relations with the department
during the entire discussions.
Another alternative presented
was Hauck Auditorium. We
explained that the program was to
be a peace rally, not a peace
lecture. Hauck was hardly a
conducive site. But, a more
important reason for my refusal to
move to Hauck was the inadequacy
of its size. Ignoring fire regulations,
we could squeeze 750 people into
Ilauck. But 4,000 people had said
that they wanted to see Senator
Church. Conceding that possibly
only half of these people were
sincere, we still had room for only
a third of the people who may
have wanted to go.
For this reason, I thought we
should reschedule Sen. Church's
appearance for a later date next
semester. It stands as a
commitment. There was no way
that all the people who wanted to
see Senator Church could see him
on Thursday. I thought that we
had an obligation to ourselves, to
the University, and to Sen. Church
that he be allowed to speak at a
time, at a place, where anyone
who wanted to see him, could see
him. The only way, and I mean
the only way, that we could
feasibly do this was to reschedule
the Senator's address. No one liked
the decision, but it was a decision
that I thought should have been
made.
Finally, I think it is imperative
that the entire University
community examine the reasons
why we were almost forced to take
this step. It seems incredible to me
that this University could not
reschedule a freshman basketball
practice involving some 20
individuals to make room for a
distingquished U.S. Senator to
address the student body. If this
University is, indeed, this inflexible
and unyielding, we must all
commit ourselves to find the cause.
Until that cause is found, and
destroyed, the University's creed of
"a search for truth" is complete
hypocrisy.
Ron Lcbel
end the war with love
To the Editor:
While I would not claim to agree
with all of its contents I can
honestly say that I found the
editorial on organized religion very
refreshing. The "Establishment" has
done much to distort the message
of Jesus Christ by attempting to
squeeze Him into their mold, and
many so-called "Christians" have
done more harm to the cause of
Christ than any atheist could ever
hope to do. Jesus was a
continued on page 13
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Kaplan comments on panty raid
by Paul Adamus
Panty
provided
or too
Students
raids are "a good thing"
they are not too frequent
disorderly said Dean of
Arthur Kaplan.
Kaplan said his office will take
no action against students
participating in the raids unless
they violate the University
ALTERNATIVES JANUARY 19
TO—
EDUCATION
CIDOC INVITES YOU TO CUERNAVACA for sixteen
seminars aimed at finding ways to free education
from schooling. Seminar leaders will include:
JEROME BRUNER JOHN HOLT
PAULO FREIRE IVAN ILLICH
PAUL GOODMAN JONATHAN KOZOL
Take the entire program or enroll in individual seminars. Take advan-
tage of conference and courses on Latin America and of INTENSIVE
INSTRUCTION IN SPOKEN SPANISH.
For detailed information write: CIDOC—SPRING 1970
APDO 479, CUERNAVACA, MEXICO
APRIL 25
Disciplinary Code. Violations
include using firecrackers, entering
dormitories of the opposite sex
during raids and intentionally
harming other people. There is no
rule prohibiting the throwing of
panties from dormitory windows,
the Dean said.
There have been few infractions
of University rules in panty raids
so far. However, if panty raids
increase in frequency the Dean's
office may post notices in the
residence halls warning students
they are "fully responsible for their
actions" during the raids. Such
warnings were issued a year ago
when snowball fights resulted in
excessive property damage.
If damages from panty raids
increase, the dormitory room fee
might have to be raised, Kaplan
noted. Those who damage property
are made to pay for their
destruction, but are seldom caught.
When a potential violator is noticed
the Campus Police usually give him
a warning, which generally is
effective in preventing an actual
violation.
Asked whether the Dean's office
had received complaints from
students objecting to excessive
noise from the raiders, Kaplan
replied affirmatively. He noted the
UMVETS take
by Steve Muskie
An American soldier rambling
through the streets of Saigon is "a
Visit Sleeper's
Student Shop the
charley
brown
Where the girls are is
where the Charley Brown
is! This new-look CPO
shirt/jacket in 100%
wool has a warm fleece
lining, great detailing
including button front
and button-down patch
pockets. Distinctive
plaids and solids. Men's
sizes 5, M, 1, XL. $25
Boys sizes 12-18. $23.50
ire
'
• •
Your Charge Account Invited
Downtewn Bangor
Challenger. Watch it.
Dodge Challensto is the kind ot Sports Compact you buy when you don't want one
like everybody doe's. There's a big difference between good and great. New Dodge
Challenger has it all
If you have a good idea ot what a car should be . . .
BANGOR DODGE
Vialevols Largest Dodge Doak?'
Hogan Road Bangor, Mains
You could be
DODGE
MATERIAL
Dean's office cannot punish
students solely for making noise.
Jurisdiction for controlling noise
lies with the individual residence
halls, which should enforce
designated study hours, Kaplan
said.
Recalling the frequent panty
raids on campus many years ago,
the Dean said the raids are an old
Maine tradition and may serve as a
good study break. lie noted mostly
freshmen and sophomore students
participated in the raids. Older
students, Kaplan said, are "more
mature."
stand on the War
walking dollar sign—a tool to be
used."
This opinion probably wouldn't
surprise today's liberal college
student unless he knew that the
author was the president of the
UM Veteran's Association
(UMVETS).
Steve Gotlieb, a 26 year old
sophomore, was elected president
of UMVETS this year. He spoke
against the war at the Moratorium
Rally on the library steps Oct. 15.
He says many people were
surprised UMVETS would support
an anti-war movement. But after
his speech five more people joined
the organization.
Gotlieb wants to change peoples'
opinions of veterans'
associations—his organization in
particular.
Gotlieb says many people "think
we're in the same category as the
VFW or the American Legion."
He feels college veterans are not
fully accepted by younger students,
who flinch at the word veteran.
Gotlieb says some UMVETS
members want to look like radicals
with long hair and beards merely
to crack the "stigma" of being a
veteran.
UMVETS was formed in 1966 as
an official University organization.
Before it existed as an informal.
social gathering-type organization.
The members would "sit around
and have a drink while waiting for
their G.I. bill checks," says
Gotlieb.
Now Gotlieb feels they need a
"union—to assure veterans of their
benefits." They also want a voice
in campus activities and politics.
UMVETS has a lounge open for
its use in the 1912 room of the
Union, where members can meet
each other informally during the
day or hold organizational
meetings.
There are about 400 veterans on
campus-100 in UMVETS. Gotlieb
describes UMVETS members as
"very liberal" although there are
"three or four Wallace supporters."
He says the liberals are the men
who have seen duty in Vietnam;
the hawks seem to be those who
haven't. But he adds, "Diversity
turns the organization on."
Gotlieb thinks that Americans
should be shown pictures of some
of the men who come out of
Vietnam with only half their
bodies. He says when he first came
out of high school and enlisted in
the Marines he thought, "America
could do no wrong."
But now, after having served in
Vietnam, he says the Thieu regime
is "crooked." And, although he
doesn't think it would work, a
coalition government would be
good.
Gotlieb says its "easy to be a
member of the silent majority."
That isn't what he wants to do.
Unlike many of his peers today.
he still believes in patriotism—"to
support the country but not
necessarily the established
administration." Of his country he
says, "1 love it."
Bio students form
committee curriculum
To meet the growing demand for
student participation in academic
affairs, the College of Life Science
and Agriculture recently organized a
student-faculty curriculum
committee for biology students.
The committee was born Oct. 17
when Associate Dean, Winston E.
Pullen called a meeting of all biology
students interested in such a
committee. Biology students
encompass about 250 students from
the departments of botany,
bio-chemistry, bacteriology and
entomology. 35 students attended
the introductory meeting.
The students agreed a
Student
-Faculty Curriculum
Advisory Committee would be
formed with the heads of the four
biology departments representing the
faculty. Student representation is by
class, including Robert Nunan,
senior; Catherine Henderson, junior.
Donna Grant, sophomore and Diana
Parks, freshman.
The first meeting of the committee
is Nov. 19 at 7 p.m. in 100 Forestry
Resources Building. Discussion will
concern UM establishment of Phi
Sigma Society (honorary) and
American ,Institute of Biological
Science. This meeting and future
meetings are open to all biology
students, however student
representation is by the four
appointed students.
NOTICE
The UM Amateur Radio Club
has again initiated its free message
service for UM students and
faculty. You may send a FREE
telegram-style message to
ANYONE, ANYWHERE by simply
filling out a message blank,
available at the specially marked
box beside the News Counter
telephone in the Memorial Union.
The recipient of the message does
not have to be an amateur radio
operator, however messages cannot
be handled without COMPLETE
ADDRESSES. All messages going
to overseas military personnel must
include their APO number.
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JOHN COLE AIR CV JOHN COLE
JOURNALIST
A Maine newspaper man for 11 years, he
defines his career as a series of steps toward
his philosophy. He accuses the worship of objectivity
of getting in his way in attempts to capture "that
greasy pig called truth," and he causes a good 90
per cent of his professional brethren to see red
when-he tells them matter-of-factly there is no
such thing as objective journalism.
Probably the most controversial man in Maine,
surely the most controversial of Maine's editors,
John Cole has watched MAINE TIMES grow from
300 advance subscriptions to a circulation of 10,000
(only 3,000 of which are newsstand sales). He's
done it in little over a year, and having now passed
the first year mark (traditionally a sign of success
in a new publication venture), he and publisher
Peter Cox know they've done something right.
They were fully prepared for failure when they
started, but seemingly unlimited resources have
kept them alive and well. On Halloween day,
1969, they passed a second landmark, when volume
two, number five of MAINE TIMES became the
first issue to net a profit.
"On paper it's $200," Cole says, but he points
out some hidden cost could gobble it up unawares.
The two weren't optimistic when they started,
they alloted themselves three years before they'd
look for success. That success has come early, but
it has been hard fought.
Fighting hardest has been Cole. A pensive man
who uses the same gesture each time he makes a
point, Cole left his New York home to come to
school in Maine. He liked what he found and stayed.
Only occasionally does his accent now give him
away (most often when he lets out an emphatic
"yeah") and when you hear his deep voice for the
first time you might think he's a truck-driver.
But Cole is a journalist in the truest sense of
the word, and he is among the vangard of a new
wave of newsmen using a method best described
as "interpretive reporting." John Cole is emphatic
when he says opinion is more often the parent of
truth than facts. And his newspaper proves it. In
the short course of a year, Cole has laid a number
of state-wide controversies. He has discussed and
debated conservation, politics, education and Maine
people with more cander and honesty than any
paper before him. And he has done it by lacing
his paper with a thread of opinion which he
believes promotes truth more than a list of facts.
There is a place for facts in Cole's style of re-
porting, a very solid place. They must be researched
putting the facts in their place
they must be accurate, they musn't be distorted or
disowned. But facts alone don't make the story.
Cole knows that's where all reporters start. but
"that extra dimension that makes you a journalist
is knowing how to use opinion based on those facts
to provoke the reader's search for truth."
"A newsman's job is provocation," he says, "If
you don't provoke truth you're not doing your job."
"Most people don't think unless they're pro-
voked," he adds, pointing out people are so tied
up with their won everyday world you "really have
to bust in there" to get them to think. Again thecharacteristic hand gesture.
JOHN COLE The gesture of a iournalist
Good writing begins with honesty and concern,
nobody reflects things exactly the way they hap-
pened. Cole knows this. So to him it only makes
sense to write from within. "It starts with being
honest with yourself."
The Cole idea is write about something that
concerns you, write from your own experience,
making sure your facts are correct. Write lively and
treat people as people. The trick is to "use the facts
as building blocks, and let the opinion wind up the
story like a piece of ivy."
There are limits, and nobody knows this better
than Cole. "If there's only one piece of ivy on the
building that's what people notice." Too much ivy
and they notice that the building's being obscurred.
"The newsman's function is to promote thought.
not anger to the exclusion of other things," Cole
notes. He cites a story of a year ago about the
I ifitAieitse gop
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voters of Trenton turning down a proposed aluminium
smelter plant. His portrayal of the men from TEPCO
as "the men in the dark suits" brought a number of
comments about his "biased reporting." Since then
he has refined his style, as evidertced by a story
about American Tissue Mills which he thinks one
of his best. He seemingly has educated many of the
people in Maine also, for few of the letters he gets
now disapprove of his paper's style. Most comment
on the issues the paper writes about.
John Cole's style has evolved as an answer to the
sterile, lifqiess reporting which comes over the news-
wires. Using a historical analysis, he can tell you how
news services like AP and UPI got started, but he
can also tell you they've outlived their usefulness.
"If you read AP you find a lot of numbers. They're
concrete, mathematics relieves the reporter of any
responsibility of interpreting what happened,- Cole
notes. "AP just has to tell you what's going on, it
doesn't ask people to think, it just strings out facts."
By reporting numbers, if the numbers are arrived
at by counting, not estimating, AP is as close as
one can come to objective reporting. Generations of
newsmen have looked to the wire services as leaders
in reporting. Cole came out of that generation too,
but didn't like what he was taught. While working
for the Bath-Brunswick Times Record, he wrote a
story about the Maine Democratic State Convention.
It was his first attempt at making more out of
reporting than just listing the facts. It was, in his
terms, an "anti Ar story. It won acclaim state-wide
and a letter from Senator Ed Muskie which said in
effect the piece had been perhaps a bit too precise
in its discussion of the split then taking place in the
Democratic Party. And a year after it was published
it won an award from the Associated Press for being
a story which covered more than the surface details
of the convention.
The Maine editor,who reads the VILLAGE VOICE.
NEW LEFT NOTES, the EAST VILLAGE OTIIER
and ROLLING STONE admits his is not the only
paper using new techniques. Others are getting into
the field using new ideas, new graphics, new tech-
nology. Cole calls them, and himself, "current events
artists."
It's a visual world. Electronics media are the
only media which can report the news when it's breaking.
What is left for the printed page is in-depth, interpre-
tive coverage of the major issues. In Maine. only
MAINE TIMES is coming close at present. John
Cole is using all the new graphic techniques. all
the new writing styles and is hitting all the impor-
tant Maine issues. People are learning more about
conservation and the environment they live in, learning
more about the failures of their educational system and
more about what needs to be done.
As Cole sums it up. "MAINE TIMES is one of
the first overground underground papers. We're using
underground techniques and putting it all in an estab-
lishment package."
Things are coming to the surface, MAINE TIMES
is leading the way and from the looks of things John
Cole and his MAINE TIMES are here to stay.
In a way it all kind of sounds a bit subversive.
by David Bright
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B U med school will
experiment with pot
At Boston University the School
of Medicine will be using human
select 16 subjects from the "drug
subculture." Half of the subjects
subjects for research tests on will be heavy users (those who
marijuana, according to the smoke every day and half will be
Associated Press. The tests are casual users (those who smoke
authorized by the Attorney General
of Massachusetts, Robert H. Quinn.
The med-school will get its
supply of grass from the National
Institute of Mental Health and the
Federal Bureau of Narcotics and
Harmful Drugs.
The tests are being conducted by
three doctors to determine the
psychological difference between
heavy and casual use of the weed.
Doctors Roger E. Meyer, Seymore
Fischer and Richard L. Pillard will
Violence
banned
Attorneys for Massachusetts
Institute of Technology, at the
request of MIT President Howard W.
Johnson, obtained a court order Nov.
3 banning members of the November
Action Coalition from violence,
damage, thefts, or illegal
demonstrations on the campus
beginning Nov. 4.
The temporary restrainer does not
forbid peaceful demonstrations by
the group.
The MIT attorneys introduced
newspaper articles indicating the
coalition planned to invade MIrs
Center for International Studies and
administration building Nov. 4 and
evict some of the faculty and
administration if they refused to
leave.
The coalition, an ultra-left anti-war
group, wants to close down the
Defense Department and allied
research and development work at
MIT.
The court order bans the group
from using or threatening force or
violence against MIT, damaging,
defacing or stealing records or
property and congregating within
MIT buildings or facilities "in such a
manner as to disrupt or interfere with
normal functions."
At a special faculty meeting
President Johnson explained his
actions in seeking the injunction and
was given a 344-43 faculty vote of
confidence.
Art Markos
freshman
president
With 223 votes over his nearest
rival, Arthur Markos was elected
president of the freshman class last
week. The other class officers,
none of whom ran on a single
ticket, are Ada Startk,
vice-president; Peggy Page,
secretary; and Pat Meyer, treasurer.
Markos ran his campaign on a
personal basis, sharing his ideas
through smokers and room-to-room
communication. His platform was
based on further senate-class
coordination, which, while still
upholding the class system, would
further bind the classes and the
senate and increase their power.
Plans to involve more students in
class affairs include a regular
freshman newsletter containing
council and executive board
decisions and possibly
representatives from each dormitory
to meet with class officers.
Markos hoper for an efficiently
run class organization if he can get
widespread interest and
participation through the executive
committee and class council.
Interested freshmen should sign up
An the Student Senate Office, Lord
Hall, by Friday Nov. 14. "We've
got a good group of officers who
want to work," said Markos. "I
think if we get a good executive
committee and class council we
should be able to spend our money
wisely," he added, referring to the
$10,000 allotted each class.
once a week or less).
Attny. Gen. Quinn authorized
the study and urged that the
state's two other medical schools
begin research on marijuana so law
makers could make an intelligent
decision whether to retain the
heavy penalties for possession, use
or being present where it is found.
Lawful research is exempt from
bans on possession or use of
narcotics or harmful drugs.
The study will take four months.
The officials of the school have
promised to always have a
physician present when the tests
are administered and to keep the
names of the test-subjects
confidential.
Grad students
publish journal
UM graduate students plan to
publish a journal giving them an
opportunity to air their viewpoints
and allow them to gain recognition
for their works.
The journal will be devoted
primarily to publishing scholarly
articles written by graduate
students in their specific fields. It
will also contain editorial views,
informational columns regarding
assistantships, book reviews,
coverage of academic conventions
and local activities.
Larry Golitz, editor-in-chief, said
the first issue of the bi-annual will
come out in January. At present,
funds for the journal are coming
from the grad students themselves,
but Golitz hopes it will receive a
special grant.
Recent appointments to
committees of the American
Society of Journalism School
Administrators includes Prof. Allan
R. Miller of the UM Department of
Journalism. He will serve on the
Convention Program Committee,
and on the Editorial Board
Committee of THE JOURNALISM
EDUCATOR.
The Vahlsing potato company is
charged by the S.B.A. with
intentional pollution of the Presque
Isle Stream at Easton. Maine.
Toyota
Corona
named
Imported
Car of the
Year.
Road Test Magazine
Sot Toyota Corona is more than the
choice of exports. With fully reclin-
ing bucket seats, nylon carpeting,
vinyl upholstery and a 90 MP engine
that sips gas, it can isnpress people
who know nothing about cars, too
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Law school dean resigns
(P1CS) - Edward S. Godfrey,
first dean of the UM School of
Law at Portland, is resigning his
administrative duties with the law
school to return to full-time
teaching and research, effective in
June, 1970.
UMO President Winthrop C.
Libby, who made the
announcement Sunday, Nov. 9 said
"Dean Godfrey has built the
School of Law to a fine institution
over the past eight years. He has
assembled a distinguished faculty,
built an exceptionally fine library,
and attracted excellent students.
The Law School now stands as an
example of his personal
philosophy."
Dean Godfrey came to the Law
School as its first administrative
head from the Albany Law School
of Union University where he had
been a member of the faculty since
1948.
Before coming to Maine Dean
Godfrey served as a consultant to
the New York Law Revision
Commission, the New York
Commission on Uniform State
Laws, and the National Conference
GRUMBACHER
ARTIST SUPPLIES
PENOBSCOT
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1001 different is....
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of Bar Examiners. He was chairman
of the Uniform Commercial Code
Committee on Bar Admissions of
the Association of American Law
Schools.
In 1966 he served as chairman
of the Maine Senatorial
Reapportionment Commission,
established by legislative order to
recommend a plan for
reapportioning the Maine Senate.
ST. LOUIS TAVERN
IS NOW OPEN FOR YOU
57 Center St.
Old Town
at the end of the bridge
ENTERTAINMENT
Beer & Ale Served
He is vice-cahirman of the Portland
Renewal Authority, and a member
of the Judicial Council of Maine.
Dean Godfrey is a member of
the American Law Institute, New
York and Maine state bar
associations, the Academy of
Political Science, American
Judicature Society, and American
Society of International Law.
THIBODEAU'S VIP
BARBER SHOP
Specializing
in:
HAIR COLORING
HAIRPIECES
STYLING
RAZOR CUTTING
RETOUCHING
Come down to
35 North Main St.
OLD TOWN
or call 827-5531
The Bohai' Club
is sponsoring the film
A NEW WORLD
A 1/4 hour documentary on the Bahai' Faith Director / Producer
George Stony, winner of several 1st prizes at International Film
Festivals
8 p.m. Tues. Nov. 18 - 122 Little Hall
No Admission Will Be Charged
m IN CONCERT
JEANNIE C.
RILEY
That "HARPER VALLEY
PTA" Gal
PLUS!
DON GIBSON
"OH LONESOME ME"
JERRY WALLACE
"PRIMROSE PATH"
JOHNNY DARRELL
"GREEN, GREEN GRASS"
FLOOR -STADIUM- BALCONY
$4.00 $3.00 $2.00
TICKETS NOW
PARK'S DIDW. VARIETY
ORONO
VINER MUSIC
BANGOR
LIBBY'S CARD SHOP
BROADWAY SHOPPING CTR. 
7 SEAS GIFT SHOP
WESTGATE MALL
FRI. NOV. 21 -8 PM
Bangor Auditorium
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Smith on you
Manny revisited
by Jim Smith
Okay, Kiddies, here it is. For all of
you chicks who called me to find out
if I was really on the level, for all of
you chicks who wanted to but didn't
dare, and for all of you who don't
give a damn, here is the follow-up on
the Manny James story.
All I can say is "WOW!"
I mean, I never expected the
response I got. You know, writing a
weekly column is something I just
kind of slipped into. It's something
I've wanted to do for quite a while,
but I never really seriously
contemplated it until this year.
I more or less started doing this
thing the way Steve King started
writing The Garbage Truck. Once
you get into it, it's all-hell getting
out. So, I'm hooked.
Well, the big thing about writing a
column is that you can really get into
people's minds and warp them all out
of shape. And if you are a benevolent
son of a gun, like me, you can do it
without giving anybody any
heartaches and it's a gas.
I mean, take that Steam Plant
story I wrote a few weeks back. Now,
I could really care if the parking lot
down there floats away. It simply
serves a very functional purpose and
that's it. As a tradition, it's about as
traditional as Hargrave's Handbook
of English Grammar. And I feel
pretty confident that a lot of people
could do without that.
The funny thing, though, is that a
lot of people took that thing really
seriously. Likewise, a lot of people
took the Manny James column as a
profound dig at Freshman women.
So I'm back here at the typewriter
to rectify that.
Thursday night last, I sat in the
Maine Campus office writing some
good pornography until well after the
midnight hour. That's not really
unusual, because I'm here late at
night most of the time.
Well, the telephone kept ringing
like it was electrically charged.
You will be pleased to know that
Manny James now has, as of this
printing, a list of some six Freshman
co-eds waiting in line. If you are one
of the girls who called me and Manny
hasn't called you yet, all I can say is
wait. I have his solemn oath in blood
that you will all hear from him.
There are some things to straighten
out, though. And I made a few
promises last Thursday that I intend
to keep.
To begin with, a couple of the girls
who called were a bit uptight about
what I said. I think they had some
justification therein.
Like one girl said, "If you want to
know what Freshmen girls do on the
weekends, come up here and check
the blue slips!" It's really bad. But
it's understandable.
When I was a Freshman there were
these two girls who used to eat in the
same cafeteria as myself. They were
really knock-outs. All the guys used
to sit around and just watch them.
But nobody dared to call them for a
date. The attitude was, "God, they
must have a billion dates lined up.
Man, I don't want to get shot down."
You know what those girls did on
the weekends?
You guessed it. They stayed in the
dorm and waited for someone to call.
And nobody ever did.
I never wanted to imply that
GASS
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Freshman girls are bad news. I never
wanted to imply that they don't like
to have fun. What I wanted to say is
that there is a big social lag up here
and nobody really seems to be doing
anything to help it.
It's a big down, and I don't know
what to do about it.
I'm NOT going to turn "Smith on
You" into Jim Smith's Lonely Hearts
Club Column.
And if you are considering this
alternative, I'll tell you from the
heart and soul that dating services, on
the large part, stink.
What is needed up here is a way
for people to get to know each other.
But what is needed far more than
that is a big change in attitude on
both sides of the fence.
That's why I'm really pleased that
so many girls responded to what I
had to say. From the bottom of my
heart, I thank you all and I hope that
you have a fine time with good ol'
Manny.
But if I really did anything
beneficial in these two columns,
outside of getting a few pretty nice
girls a date with a good friend of
mine, I think that what I did was to
bring before the University
population a problem that should be
a lot easier to solve than most of the
stuff we write about in this
newspaper.
And the solution lies in getting off
your ass and getting to know people.
It lies in starting to recognize as
admirable the way a person thinks
rather than the way a person looks.
So that's that.
I really am pleased with the
response. It did my heart a lot of
good. Writers tend to be pretty
egotistical. It's a defense mechanism
against a lot of criticism we get.
Anyway, if anyone else has
anything else to say about this issue
feel free to call me here. Or you can
write me a letter and mail it to me at
the Maine Campus office here on
campus. And along with that, I
suppose the Manny James offer still
stands. If you want a date with him
and if he isn't all worn out from this
past week's activities, you can call
here and we'll see what we can do.
The numbers again are 7531 and
7532.
I still can't believe it. It really
blows my mind. That's the fun of
journalism.
I love you all.
Police close
theft case
Campus police have recovered over
$600 worth of stereo equipment
stolen last month from Oxford Hall.
Officers returned the items to their
owners Nov. 3.
The thefts took place in dormitory
rooms Oct. 10. Stolen were
turntables, a tape recorder and
earphones valued at $265 and
belonging to Richard Noyes;
turntables, a headset, a stereo
receiver, and speakers worth $340
belonging to Brenton Robinson; and
two stereo speakers valued at $40
belonging to Thomas Girard. All
three Oxford Hall residents.
Investigating officers Sgt. Clement
Thibodeau and Patrolman Alan
Reynolds of the campus police
discovered the equipment in several
places. Officer Reynolds stated some
of it had been sold to other
students.
...on th Misters
by Professor Richard Vangermeersch
e 
In the past the bookstore had an
accounting system in tune with the
general UM accounting system.
Because a non-profit institution's
accounting system is closely tied to
its operating budget approved by the
state legislature, the bookstore did
not have a "business-type"
accounting system. This meant there
was no balance sheet—i.e., a
statement of the assets, its
outstanding liabilities and its net
worth at a given date—generated by
the accounting system. With no
balance sheet amount for the cost of
fixed assets, no yearly expense for
the using up of these assets was
possible.
Another problem was the inability
to break down acci.rately revenue by
the various departments in the
bookstore, along with the cost of
goods sold and operating expenses by
these departments. This problem was
accentuated by the inclusion of the
cost of capital assets as an expense of
the year and by the mingling of the
Portland and Augusta bookstore
figures with the Orono figures. These
factors made the yearly income
statement not one which Was useful
for internal management information
purposes or useful for external
reporting to interested parties.
A subcommittee of the Bookstore
Committee last academic year
attempted to attack these problems
internally but because of certain
unforeseen events (the resignation of
the bookstore manager and a
heart-attack suffered by the
bookstore accountant), it was unable
to provide acceptable accounting
statements for internal use and
external publication. At the First
meeting of this academic year, it was
voted the Director of Finance and
Administration, Mr. John Blake,
authorize internal accountants for
the firm of Lybrand, Ross Brothers,
and Montgomery, CAPs to install an
accounting system for the bookstore
in line with "business-type"
accounting.
by John M. Blake
Director of Finance & Administration
An accounting firm had
representatives arriving Wednesday.
Nov. 12, to begin a study leading to
the recommendation of an
accounting procedure which will
provide a more refined operating
statement and balance sheet.
The accounting responsibilities and
the merchandising responsibilities are
broader than the operation of our
Orono location as the Orono
personnel and facilities are
responsible for the operation of our
bookstores in Portland, Augusta and
a large number of other locations
throughout the state where
University Extension activities take
place.
The Bookstore Committee is
currently considering the nature of
our bookstores in order to ascertain
the most significant purposes for
which the bookstore should be
operated in relation to the needs and
desires of faculty and students.
Suggestions, comments and criticism
from students will be helpful to the
committee in making these
determinations.
The committee will consider the
financial firm's recommendations in
order to assist in selecting those
departments and activities which will
enable the bookstore to operate at
the most efficient level and provide
the most reasonable prices for
students and faculty. It will also need
to consider the process by which the
UMP bookstore is to be separated
from the present Bookstore
operation. The Augusta campus has
asked for reconsideration of the
operational arrangements which now
exist and this will also be a matter of
recommendation by the University
Stores Committee. The committee
will be shown all of the various
storage and operational aspects of the
Orono Bookstore at its next meeting
when it visits the bookstore. Space at
the Orono bookstore for reasonable
operation and growth is a problem
and the committee members felt they
would like to see the entire operation.
The committee is recommending
an involvement of graduate students
from the College of Business
Administration in an analysis of the
merchandising techniques and
procedures used by the University
Stores. We are hopeful the entire
operation of our bookstore may be
considered somewhat of an
educational opportunity for students,
faculty and administration to
participate in a learning project
10,000 PAPERBACK TITLES
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Seminars
Page nine
on business
(PICS) - The role of operations
research in business management will
be introduced at the second in a
series of seminars in UM's Maine
Executive Program Series sponsored
by the College of Business
Administration, Wednesday, Nov. 19.
Dr. Robert E. Jensen, Nicolas M.
Salgo professor of Business
Administration, will be the discussion
leader at the seminar which will begin
at 9 a.m. in the Memorial Union.
Jensen said the seminar will also
include a brief introduction to
electronic computing systems, how
operations research models might be
to small as well as large
business firms, and an introduction
to simulation methods.
The formulation and
interpretation of linear programming
applications will be discussed in
considerable detail and network
models and Project Evaluation and
Review Technique will be
introduced.
Six more seminars in the series are
scheduled during the year.
Registration material may be
obtained from Prof. Me rrill D.
Bartlett, program director, Maine
Executive Program, College of
Business Administration, UMO.
OUR LONG-LONG SWEATER DOUBLE-DATES!
As a dress with our semi-see-through shirt
and panty-hose. . .as a coat over our flippy
little skirt.. .the cables making you look
long and leaner. . .and just the right length
to show off your great legs. Everything's
by Garland, so everything's exactly right.
The new colors are Lemon Tart, New
Turquoise, and Rasberry. Sizes 34 to 40,
$18.00
This weeks winning number is1840
Last weeks winner was
RUTH J. BOUFFARD
H. M. GOLDSMITH
76 N. MAIN ST. OLD TOWN
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Thursday, November 13
Confrontation No. 2: Moratorium?
Student-faculty discussion of the
effects, of the Moratorium. Coe
Lounge, 4 p.m.
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controversial educator and
free-thinker, Richard T. Fly. Dan
O'Herlihy stars as Ely in this story
of the head of the Department of
Economics at the University of
Wisconsin at the turn of the
century who is denounced publicly
as a Sociologist agitator.
Tuesday evening at 9 p.m.,
Yvette Franklin and Barbara
Griffith star in "Black Girl" on the
N.E.T. series, "ON BEING
BLACK." Set in a small, southern
town, the play depicts the
tug-of-war between Billie Jean
(played by Yvette Franklin) and
her jealous family who cannot
understand why a member of their
family would want a better life.
George Houston Bass, a rising
young playwright, is the subject of
this week's N.E.T. Festival
Wednesday evening at 8 p.m.
Television cameras look over Bass',
shoulder as he directs the
production of his "Trio for the
Living" at Yale University's Dwight
Chapel.
The Maine State Biologists'
Association has been conducting
during the past year a boycott of
products of the F. II. Vahlsing Co.
fAlsrm&sof Doi tone logo,
See our Campus Reps.
Martha Pink ham
428 Somerset
Mary Jinks
321 Kennebec
60 COLUMBIA ST.
TEL 945-3473
BANGOR, MAINE
November Moratorium. An address
by Allan G. Brownfield, editor of
"The New Guard," publication of the
Young Americans for Freedom.
Hauck Auditorium, 7 p.m.
The Maine Campus
Each week the CAMPUS will print
a weekly calendar. Clubs and
organizations are asked to submit
notices by Friday noon for inclusion
in the following week's issue.
Friday, November 14
Folk-Rock-Blues Revue with The
New Addition, Dian and Zoltan, Rob
Lorimer, and Roger and Diane.
Hauck Auditorium, 7:30 & 9:15
p.m., admission FREE. Reserved seat
tickets available outside the Den
upon presentation of student I.D.
during Friday a.m.
MANHATTAN TROPHIES
Manufacturers and
Distributors of
Maine's Largest
Assortinent of Trophies
Essirnrsiwg tsj All Types
May St. Bangor, Me.
TeL 942.6464
Ski movie and ski fashion show,
Snow Mountain, Winterport.
Sponsored by Winterport Women's
Club. 8 p.m.
Saturday, November 15
MUAB movie, Up the Down
Staircase. Hauck Auditorium, 7 &
9:30 p.m.
Sunday, November 16
Film Classics, "The Sheep Has Five
Legs." Hauck Auditorium, 8 p.m.
Monday. November 17
MUAB Distinguished Non-Lecture
Series. Russian instructor, Rex Pyles,
will talk informally with his audience
about the six weeks he spent in the
USSR this past summer. Coe Lounge,
7:30 p.m. Free refreshments.
Open meeting of Sociology Students
Union. 106 Murray, 6 p.m.
Penobscot Valley La Leche League
meeting at home of Mrs. Cynthia
Blease, 34 Grove St., Orono. Topic:
Baby Arrives; the Family and the
Breast Fed Baby. All interested
women are invited. For further
information call 866-2177.
If you haven't already made
an appointment for senior
pictures, tomorrow is the last
day. Appointments will be
accepted from 9:00 until 4:00,
Friday in the Main Lobby of the
214 MAIN STREET — ELLSWORTH, MAINE
— 2ATII/RDAY 9:30— 5:00 FRIDAY 9:30 — 9:00
NOTICES
November 13, 1969
Tuesday, November 18
MUAB poetry hour presents Warrent
Burns reading the poetry of E.E.
Cummings. Carnegie Hall, 4 p.m.
Free refreshments.
Wednesday, November 19
Concert Series. Canadian Opera
Company, "Barber of Seville."
Memorial Gym, 8:15 p.m.
Maine Executive Program Series
sponsored by the College of Business
Administration. Discussion leader
will be Dr. Robert E. Jensen, Nicolas
M. Salgo Professor of Business
Administration. Memorial Union, 9
a.m.
A meeting of biology students in a
faculty-student committee at 7:00 in
100 Forestry Resources Building.
Memorial Union. A sitting fee of
$1.00 will be collected at this
time for appointments.
"The Well Baby Clinic"
sponsored by the Mrs. Maine
Club holds its clinics in 107-108
Boardman Hall the second
Saturday of each month during
the school year. All children of
University students are eligible
for the clinic. Innoculations and
physicals are given at reduced
price, with Dr. Hughes as the
attending physician. For
appointments, call Peggy Hill at
827-2782.
The Sociology Students
Union meets most mondays in
106 Murray Hall at 6 p.m. All
interested persons, whether or
not they have a professional
interest in sociology, are invited
to attend.
[TV highliohts
A new, locally-produced
half-hour news program will
premiere Monday Nov. 17 at 7
p.m. on the Maine Educational
Television Network replacing the
Boston-originated program "News
and Comment."
-Maine News and Comment"
will appear each evening. Monday
through Friday, and will be
anchored by Brooks Hamilton,
chairman of the UM department of
Journalism. Mr. Ilamilton will be
assisted in the news gathering by
Mike Craig, UM broadcast
journalism major. Dan Everett and
Paul Kelly will also appear on a
regular basis with special reports.
Research for "Maine News and
Comment" will be handled by
Craig, Everett and Kelly as well as
Hamilton. Maine News and
Comment will be produced and
directed by Eric Sass at the
network's Orono studios. Sass was
Executive Producer/Director of
"Salmagundi" and co-producer of
the highly acclaimed
"Machiasport:Conflict Over Oil."
Tuesday evening at 8 p.m. this
week's story on "Profiles in
Courage" tells the story of the
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Ric Masten, poet-folksinger from
Big Sur, California, will "do his
thing" Sunday Nov. 16 at 7 p.m. in
the Main Lounge of the Union.
His "thing" is expressing his own
experiences, thoughts and ideas
through songs he has collected.
Exactly how he expresses himself is
hard to say; his presentation is more
of an encounter than a performance.
A writer for the FLORIDA
ALLIGATOR wrote of Masten. "1
attended the Ric Masten concert
expecting to see and hear a man who
was totally hung-up in putting on a
'hip show.' Instead! was greeted by a
smiling man who told me he was
plastic. lie was very real.., he has
broken his plastic shell and found
himself; and will go on finding
himself."
Masten is being sponsored by the
Student Religious Liberals under the
auspices of the Billings Lecture Fund.
- Pottery exhibit at South Campus
(PICS) - An exhibition of
pottery designs and handicrafts,
created by students and the
instructor in a pottery course at
UM's South Campus, will be held
at an all-day open house Friday
Nov. 14.
The open house, to which the
public is invited, will be held in
Building 18 on Illinois Avenue,
South Campus, from 9 a.m. to 5
p.m.
The four sections of the Course
in Pottery, offered by UM's
Continuing Education Division and
taught by well-known Maine potter
Ivan Booker of Holden, has
concluded after six weeks of
meetings.
The classes involved 20 beginning
and advanced students.
Pottery course
A course in pottery, designed for
the beginner as well as the
advanced potter and sponsored by
the Continuing Education Division.
will begin Monday Nov. 17.
The course will cover wheel
work on the potter's wheel as well
as creative clay work.
Mr. Ivan Booker will instruct the
four two-hour class sections which
will meet two times each week for
the next six weeks.
For information and registration
material, write to the Continuing
Education Division, 14 Merrill hall.
in Orono. Tel. 866-7339.
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Desperados at Coffee House
by Steve Muskie
Some of the Old West's most
notorious outlaws will ride onto
the Coffee House stage at 8:15
p.m. Nov. 18 and 19.
"The Great American Desert" by
Joel Oppenheimer will be presented
as part of a continuing program of
plays staged at the Coffee House.
Wyatt Earp, Doc Holliday, Billy
the Kid and Wild Bill Hickock
appear as four heavenly heroes.
There is also a gang of desperados
which no western would be
complete without.
The one hour, one act play is
directed by Jack McLaughlin, a UM
graduate, it involves 14 characters
and is the largest production staged
so far in the Coffee House.
The main action of theplay is
serious. The three desperados are
fleeing from justice. But the four
heavenly heroes interject comments,
self
-characterizations and
commercials. It all adds up to a
farce, satirizing modern television
westerns.
The play will be staged all
around the audience. Because of
limited space the play is being
presented twice.
People will not be allowed into
the Coffee House after the play
begins, said Bill Raynes, who heads
the group offering these
productions.
The impetus for these programs
is Sh 166, a Stage Directing course.
the UM Catalog describes part of
that course as "Practice in the
directing of short plays, with
particular attention to the
director's work with the actor."
According to Harry Davis, a
graduate student in the theater
department, many students felt
they could not get enough practice
by just working within the
department, so the outside theater
group was formed.
Davis said tryouts are open to
anyone. The limited productions
can be a stepping stone for those
who have never acted before and
are too unsure of their acting
ability to make a Maine Masque
production their first effort. They
are an excellent learning
experiment, said Davis.
To pay rent on the Coffee
House and royalties to the authors,
a hat is passed to collect donations
at each play. The Arts and
Activities Committee also made a
contribution to the group.
THEATER AT THE
Budget and space limitations
keep sets and lighting down to a
minimum, Raynes explained. The
largest cast which can usually be
accommodated is six or seven
people. This places the emphasis on
acting and its improvement.
Because of its continuing success
Raynes said he is optimistic about
the program's future.
High key acting in a relaxed atmosphere
Barber of Seville sets up in Orono
UM will host Canada's leading
opera compnay Wednesday Nov. 19
when the Canadian Opera Company
will present Rossini's "The Barber
of Seville" in English, with
orchestra. This presentation is
sponsored by the Concert Series in
the Memorial Gymnasium at 8:15
p.m. Students may obtain tickets
upon presentation of their ID's in
the Music Department office in
Lord Hall.
THE BARBER OF SEVILLE
Founded only 18 years ago the
Canadian Opera Company is now
on its first full-scale tour of the
United States. It has, however,
received acclaim not only in
Canada's cultural centers but in the
provinces and in several U.S. cities
along the west coast.
Rossini's "The Barber of Seville"
has been entertaining audiences
around the world for the last 150
years. The cast of well-known
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characters includes Figaro. the
meddlesome barber; Rosina and
Almaviva, the thwarted lovers: and
Fr. Bartolo and Don Basillio, two
humorous troublemakers. These
characters will sing some of
Rossini's best music. They will be
accompanied for the first time this
season by their own orchestra,
made possible by a grant from the
Canadian Council.
Cutting up in Orono
SRA shows
'Parable'
"The Parable," a strongly symbolic
and thought-provoking film, will be
shown Nov. 17 and 18 at 7 and 8:30
p.m. in 110 Little Hall. Admission is
free.
The 22 minute color film.
sponsored by the Student Religious
Association (SRA) was first shown at
the 1964 World's Fair.
SRA will conduct discussion
groups on both nights following the
showings of the film. The film will be
reshown after the discussions.
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Life
Insurance
The Single
Man
It's not in the
same league as
sex, but it could
be important!
Programmed Immediate
Estate':
Away to buy
the insurance you
need but think 
you can't afford.
For further
information. call:
PAUL HERER
947-8506
MONY
The Mutual Life Insurance Company
Of New York
everybody's
doin' it . . .
by Jane Durrance
Congratulations to Jane Ward,
Delta Delta Delta, pinned to Dale
Fowler, Alpha Gamma Rho '69;
Karen Ericson pinned to Bob Clunie,
Alpha Gamma Rho; Sue Renton, Bay
State Jr. College, Boston, pinned to
John Sacerdote, Alpha Tau Omega;
Janice McMahon, Alpha Phi pinned
to Marc McNeilly, Delta Tau Delta;
Debi Doublet, Penn State, pinned to
Allan Clark, Delta Tau Delta; Susan
Durgin, Phi Mu, pinned to David
McKinnon, Delta Tau Delta; Maureen
Ramsey, Northeastern, pinned to
Ralph Enos, Delta Tau Delta.
Very best wishes to Allison Ladd,
Alpha Omicron Pi, engaged to Bill
Woodward, Alpha Gamma Rho '69;
Linda Lisica, Delta Zeta, engaged to
Curt Scammon, Alpha Gamma Rho.
NORTH END CAFE
BEER & ALE
Chile, Spaghetti
Home Baked Beans
Fish Chowder
Open from 6 A.M. - 1 P.M.
316 N. Main Old Town
827-4771
Men's Hair Fashions
At the
House of Raymond
Stylists for the Campus Crowd.
A hair style should be able to provide a great variety
of looks. Two styles which should be included in
your collection are the "no part" and the "high side
part.-
Sassoon sideburns when combined with the dramatic
frontal sweep offers plenty of eye appeal.
For Appointments Call. 945 - 9631
Tues - Sat 8 - 5:30
Closed Mon.
HOUSE of RAYMOND.
792 State Street Bangor
False alarms
plague police
The most recent in a series of false
alarms was sounded during the night
of Oct. 28 at the South Campus.
Campus police officers Sgt. Clement
Thibodeau and Patrolman Alan
Reynolds apprehended an Eastern
Maine Vocational Technical Institute
student the next night in connection
with the false alarms.
The alarm was turned in by the
student on a dare from several South
Campus students. The dean of
Eastern Maine Vocational is handling
the case.
Campus police report that so many
false alarms have been rung at South
Campus, students are beginning to
disregard them. They point out this
could cause serious trouble in the
case of a real fire.
A false fire alarm sent students
pouring into the four main stairwells
of Hancock Hall Tuesday, Oct. 28, at
12:15 a.m.
Mrs. Elizabeth Bertrand, head
resident, checked the dormitory's rue
alarms with a security policeman and
eventually found the ground floor
alarm had been pulled. No fires were
reported to the dorm fire wardens.
Dormitory president Sue Ringer
said mandatory meetings on rue drill
procedure would be held because of
the poor and careless response of the
students.
DO YOU NEED a drawing
pen, ink, paper, pencils,
rulers, typewriter ribbon?
Anything in the office and
school supply line.
Bangor Merrifield
Office Supply
14 State St. Bangor
FOR LOVEBIRDS ONLY!
As your lovebird stage evolves
into deep devotion, the mes-
sage of love in your A rtCarved
wedding rings will perpetuate
the memories of those first
moments. Our new ArtCarved
collection is unexcelled in
beauty and variety of deitign.
Have you seen them?
Carved'
WIDDIN0 .4K01
FAWN ist
$42.50 $31.”
Crown Jewolors
Main St. Banger
ibleikamed AoGirved
Library damage
is continuing problem
Several books and magazines in
the Fogler Library have been
mutilated this year, according to
Prof. James MacCampbell, head of
the library staff.
MacCampbell said that some
people have been removing pages
from periodicals instead of being
content to just read them. "This is
selfishness on the part of the
individuals concerned,"
MacCampbell said, and added the
removal of pages from periodicals
makes them useless.
It is difficult for the lirbrary
staff to discover which magazines
have been damaged. When they are
discovered the missing pages have
to be replaced which is expensive
and time consumming.
MacCampbell feels this
destructive practice has increased
and it is difficult for desk
attendants to check for stolen
pages.
People who take pages and
pictures from magazines and books
are unfair to other library users,
MacCampbell commented. Entire
articles have been removed, he
noted, causing much inconvenience
to all people, particularly those
doing research work.
Soundings
by Ron Beard
LSP-4156 is quite an unassuming
number if you happen to run across
it in an RCA catalog. But beneath its
calm, cool exterior lies a record
album of pure, unadulterated
SPUNK. And beneath that spunk lies
the genius of John Hartford.
Amazingly enough, the album bears
the title John Hartford, and in three
places, noless. Now, how is that for
spunk?
In case, just in case, now, that you
(a) do not know who John Hartford
is, (b) have heard the name, but can't
place the music, or (c) all of the
above, allow me a few introductory
remarks. Do you recall the song
"Gentle On My Mind"? Do you recall
the occasional appearance of a
behind the scenes contemporary of
Mason Williams on The Smothers
Brothers' Comedy Hour? Do you
recall reading the name 'J. Hartford'
following many of Glenn Campbell's
songs. Well, that, my friends is the
one and the same John Hartford,
whose genius has brought us the
spunk presented on LSP-4156.
The first cut on the album creates
a mood and serves as an awakening
period, during which time the listener
can tune his ears to the intricate
string things that happen in "Dusty
Miller Hornpipe and Fugue in A
Major for Strings, Brass and Five
String Banjo." The fact that John
Hartford is a composer, that he puts
together notes and groups of notes to
form music is evident here. The song
is like a well developed book jacket,
and you find yourself riffling through
the rest of the pages.
"I've Heard That Tearstained
Monologue You Do There By The
Door Before You Go" mourns the
repetition of a deflating love balloon.
Hartford says "I know the cues
where I come in, the exits, but
somehow can't recall your
name...So save your breath, don't
tell me how it all turns out, I think I
know." This mood fades out with a
haunting, nebulous song called "The
Collector," but later is reconstructed
in a thing called "Open Road Ode."
The spunk pokes its feelers out
occasionally during the rust fifteen
minutes and eighteen sounds, but it
waits until the last cut on side one to
rear right back and happen. The tune
is called "Little Piece in D" and has
got to be the spunkiest sound since
Mark Twain. It moves the blood
around in 4:4 time and all in the key
of D. The effect of this song on test
cases has been observed by this
writer, and it was found that two out
of every two female persons cannot
refrain from dancing while "Little
Piece in D" is being played.
Spunk also prevails in the first two
cuts of the second side. The first is
jampacked with beautiful barbs on
the brainwashing &excess of the
OLD TOWN BODY SHOP
Body & Fender Repairing
Painting & Welding
Gas, Oil & Auto Accessories
Front End Alignments & Wheel Balancing
Namco Approved
Old Town, Maine
Tel. 827-2400 for Free Estimates
McLuan medium. "There's something
back behind me, so I quickly turn
around, the muffled sound of
underwear as it comes tumbling
down... Have mercy on my poor old
prurient interests." And the second,
called "The Wart" has the same
nonsense catch that Roger Miller
used to put in his songs.
Hartford then changes mood a bit
and takes a swipe at the
Campbell-Davidson simple
complicated, countrysophisticated
supersongster syndrome. "I know
you wouldn't be happy if you
couldn't be a star, but I wonder if
they realize just who you are?" This,
from a song entitled "Railroad
Street."
"I Didn't Know the World Would
Last So Long," the final song on the
album, is a smoothflowing
thought-bridging melody with many
of the qualities of "Gentle On My
Mind." Again, John Hartford blends
strings and brass and lyrical
ingredients into a musical stew with
savor.
One cannot neglect the album
cover of LSP-4156. While you sit
there with it in your hands, listening
to the sounds, you glance inside and
are, no doubt, pleasantly surprised.
More spunk. In the thought
wanderings of John Hartford.
Witness: no matter how many clothes
/ you wrap around that / beautiful
carcass of yours... / I'll always be
consoled with the fact / that
underneath you wear nothing. And
witness: maybe this there generation
spark gap is just the ignition of our
times.
It is hard to review records. Try it
sometime. Either you don't like them
and don't have anything to say, or
you really dig into the sounds and
the words tumble forth madcap. So, I
guess what I was saying was, "This
John Hartford album is a good thing
and all of you should hear it. It has
spunk."
Summer session,
(ED merge
The Continuing Education
Division (C.E.D.) and the Summer
Session Division have merged.
President Winthrop Libby
approved the move Oct. 15 based on
a report prepared by Dean Mark
Shibles and Mr. John M. Blake. The
report cited duplication of services,
conflicting program and increased
enrollments as reasons for the
merger.
The merger applies to the Orono,
Portland, Augusta and Lewiston
campuses of the University.
Programs, instructors and student
activities are recommended by each
college. The merged division makes
schedules, assigns classrooms and
issues publications.
The move also provides for
uniform tuition, a single registration
fee, uniform salary for staff and
sharing of financial resources.
Getting enough money to run their
programs has sometime plagued both
CED and summer session division as
they receive no money from the
state. Adequate staffing has also been
a recurring problem, especially in
CEO. The merger is attempting to
alleviate these problems.
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Dont get Stick...
BUY NOWI
Preston.
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When winter comes
to Maine
snow comes with it
RIFLES
AMMUNITION
Hunting and
Camping Supplies
AUTOMOTIVE SUPPLIES
PAINTS
RCA Equipment
visit
The
BAILLARGEON
FIRESTONE
Store
86 Main Street Old Town
reader opinion
continued from page 5
revolutionary in His own day and
age, and was a constant threat to
the Establishment. His brutal death
reminds us of that. Today we must
take -drastic action and wrench the
Gospel out of the hands of those
who would pervert it to further
their own ends, and return it to its
rightful place in society. Let us
destroy once and for all the
insidious caricature of Christ as a
white Republican preacher, and
remember Him as He truly was: A
young olive
-skinned revolutionary,
bearded, wearing sandals, an angry
young man — but packed full of
love!! Here was a Man whose
performance matched His message,
and whose brief three year
demonstration of "Love-Power"
shook humanity to the core.
Darrell French's editorial raises
an intriguing thought when it says,
"If the Lord were to visit among
us for a few days, he'd have to go
door to door to catch any young
people in, Sunday or no." Pursuing
this idea a little further, I would
like to suggest that such a visit
would not find the Lord knocking
on any doors, but silently stippling
into an SdS meeting or a planning
session of the U.M. Coalition to
End the War in Vietnam. Perhaps
the arrival of our Divine visitor
would coincide with the scheduled
Moratorium, and He would be seen
moving purposefully toward the
library steps. At the first
opportunity, this stranger would
address Himself to the throng of
students congregated there, and His
message would not be a message of
condemnation but a message of
Love. The students gathered before
Him are protesting against what
they perceive to be a very
society, and He quickly confirms
the accuracy of their observations.
He seems very pleased with their
desire to change things, but makes
it very clear that they will never
be successful without His help.
They are treating symptoms of the
sick society, and although this in
itself is complete. Just as proper
medication is needed to cure a
disease. at the cellular level, so the
antibiotic of Love must be applied
to men's hearts if society is to be
healed. And the quality of Love
required is not a natural product
of the human heart, but must
come from the Source of Love
Himself. Christ has come and is
ready to fill men's hearts with the
power of His Holy Spirit if they
will "open up" to Him. The first
"fruit" or indication of this
transformation is Love — a Love
for God and for fellowman.
panty rainout
To the Editor:
It is obvious that utter boredom
must have been a major cause for the
depictable display of the boys on this
campus- the glorious panty raids.
It is curious that now that it is
raining like hell, the activity has
cooled, at least for awhile. Hope you
guys had fun while it lasted. It goes
to show that the most adhered to
thing, next to apathy, is comfort.
Claudia Clement
Knox Hall
PAT'S SEW & KNIT SHOP
47 Center Street 827-3124 OLD TOWN
GUILFORD MILL STORE
Also A Complete Line of All Sewing Needs
HRS.: Mon.-Sat. 9:30-5:00 Tlys. Eve. 'till 9
Blacks and Browns
In many heights and styles to
choose from such as Converse
and Hudson Bay,
Women's WATERPROOF 16"
blunt-toed boot with perforated
overlay Wellington vamp and
quarter. A ntiqued hardware
ornament, 3/4 inside zipper and
pile lining.
Whole sizes 5-10
Cutler's Store
70 N. Main St.
Old Town, Maine
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ARE YOU
HAVING PROBLEMS?
We Service Most
Brands Of . . .
• Radios
• Television
• Tape Recorders
• Record Players
• Amplifiers
• Musical Instruments
• Pianos Tuned &
Repaired
• Guaranteed Service
• Reasonable Rates
VINER MUSIC
Tel. Bangor 945.9494
Sholinoss, Riles, Handguns
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PENOBSCOT TRADING
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—1400:
$1.95 Sirloin Steak
Smorgasbord
Every Wednesday Nite
5:30- 9:00
7 A.M. - I A.M. - Mon. - Thurs.
7 A.M. - 2 A.M. - Fri. - Sat.
II A.M. - 12 Midnito Sun.
BANGOR ROAD, ORONO
Dial 866-2169 Orono, Main*
fascist wisdom
The closest follower of Jesus
Christ, His disciple John, put it
very succinctly: "Beloved, let us
love one another; for love is of
God, and he who loves is born of
God and knows God. He who does
not love does not know God; for
God is love."
(I John 4: 7,8 RSV)
We all want to improve our sick
and dying society. May I suggested
for a starter that we "let there be
love in our hearts for each other"?
FEAR. That which keeps us from
accepting Christ's Love.
ACCEPTANCE. That which the
individual must do with Christ's
Love.
LOVE. It's here. What are we
waiting for?
John C. Studenroth
167 S. Estabrooke
a goof
To the Editor:
Referring to the letter in the
CAMPUS on the week of the 24th, I
made a statement that the barbers
would be classified employees as we
had received word from Mr. Fowle's
office to that effect.
This was wrong. The statement
should have been, "1 feel sure that
the Personnel Policy Review
Committee will approve this at its
next meeting."
Being President of the Local 1824,
I feel that we should try to keep the
people informed and not try to
mislead them.
President, Local 1824
Frank W. St. Louis
local yokel
To the Editor:
Dave Bright's column (Oct. 30.
CAMPUS), an analysis of Orono SdS,
closes with, "...Orono SdS will
continue to function on a local level,
attempting to bring the national
issues to Maine in terms Maine can
understand." How generous. Well,
here's one local yokel who already
has a Savior, and his initials are NOT
SdS!
F. Stearns
Stillwater, Maine
NOTICE
An organizational meeting of the
UM Tenant's Union ss ill be held
Wednesday Nov. 19 at 7:30 p.m. in
130 Little Hall.
All students interested in
improving the conditions of
off-campus housing should plan to
attend.
The Orono Health Center is now
open week days 9 a.m.-4 p.m. for
information, referrals, transportation,
clothing and invalid equipment. The
center is located in the Community
House on Bennoch Road, tel.
866-4648.
H A N DSOM 1. 7 room house to
rent. Turnished, lovely yard v. oh
children's playground equipment,
excellent neighborhood, 3 miles
from campus. Available
immediately Tel ti27-501 X
To the Editor:
Your article on "Religious
Morality Bypassed by Young" had a
very familiar ring to it, especially
your prediction that:
"Although organized religion may
hang around for another 100 years or
so, its influence no longer needed, it
will assume the posture of a rusted
robot, useless even to God."
Compare your prediction with the
following:
"Our epoch will certainly see the
end of the disease of Christianity. It
will last another hundred years, two
hundred years perhaps. My regret will
have been that I couldn't like
whoever the prophet was, behold the
promised land from jfar. We are
entering into a conception of the
world that will be a sunny era, an era
of tolerance."
John J. Kelley, Jr.
Graduate Student, History
*H. R. Trevor-Roper, Ed., HITLER'S
SECRET CONVERSATIONS, 1941 -
1944. Signet Paperback, 1953, p. 330
-1.
EDITORS NOTE: You've made my
day. (DEF)
dirt and sweat
To the Editor:
There is a certain element of
cleanliness in the locker rooms in the
Memorial Gym which is NOT being
met.
First, the 1100IS are filthy, there is
always an accumulation of dirt that
sits on the floor that literally turns
into mud when 50 people step out of
the shower.
Second, the shower facilities arc
too small, which causes some ten or
fifteen people to wait outside the
shower stall in the nude while six or
seven others rinse off the dirt and
sweat; Why rinse? Because there it
hardly ever any soap to wash with.
Quite frequently you leave smelling
as bad as when you came.
Third, after stepping out of the
shower there is no protection against
athletes foot. There is a fungicide
spray but there is never any spray in
it.
It wouldn't take any time for the
janitor to fill the spray. put soap in
the shower, and to keep the floor
clean. It would cost very little. and
I'll be clamed ill will continue to risk
atheletes foot, dirty feet. and soiled
clothing just to exercise for 50
minutes twice a week.
If I were to approach the
administration about this problem I
imagine I would hear. "Bring your
own deodorant II do). your own
soap, (25 people would use my soap
& it would be gone in one week), and
athletes' foot spray is present and it
does work (which it doesn't).
I leave it to the readers of the
CAMPUS to help alleviate this
situation.
Joseph Raymond Lebeau II
WINTER PARKING BAN
The winter, all-night parking ban
is now in effect in Orono,
according to Public Safety Director
Wesley H. Knight. Knight said the
law, designed to facilitate snow
removal prohibits parking on any
street for more than 1/2 hour
between midnight and 8:00 a.m.
Cars parked in violation are towed
away at the owners' expense.
Knight said. The ban is effective
from Nov. I to April I.
BREWER AUCTION ROOMS
THOUSANDS OF USED BOOKS, EVERY KIND PRINTED,
FICTION, NON-FICTION, TEXT, PAPERBACK. ALWAYS A
LARGE SELECTION OF GOOD, USED FURNITURE AT LOW,
LOW PRICES. HUNDREDS OF ANTIQUES FOR THAT MEAN-
INGFUL GIFT.
Largost Shop in Mains —
End of Toll Bridge Scourer, Moine
Opon 9-9 Tel. 9424563
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Speech and
hearing grant
(PICS) - A UM program is one of
six in the country to receive
first-year funding for program
development in speech and hearing
from the U.S. Office of Education's
Bureau of Education of the
Handicapped.
With the help of a $20,000 grant
the University's department of
speech has initiated a master's
degree program with a major
concentrating in speech pathology,
after making major revisions in the
department's undergraduate and
graduate offerings in this area,
according to Dr. Wofford Gardner,
department chairman.
The need for professional speech
and hearing clinicians in Maine was
underlined by Dr. W. R. Dopheide,
director of the Speech and Hearing
Center and associate professor of
speech, who said that fewer than 25
per cent of the speech and hearing
handicapped in the state are
receiving the services they need.
Bourbon is the best selling whisky
in the United States: 86,110,616
gallons of it were sold here in 1968.
ne gift
above all
W. C Bryant & Son, Inc.
JEMM.FAS OF DISTINCTION
FOR
POUR GENERATIONS
46 Wes Si. BANOOR, 111snia
%i5h
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Country Joe and the Fish will provide music for the Fall segment of Greek Weekend, scheduled
for Saturday, Nov. 22. The rock group will share the stage with The Brooklyn Bridge at an 8
p.m. concert in the Memorial Gymnasium. Tickets are on sale in the union from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Sponsored by IFC and Panhell, Greek Weekend is now a two season affair, with the rest of the
facilities slated for sometime next spring.
BIG WEEKEND COMING UP?
DON'T FORGET 10% DISCOUNT
ON ALL HAIR CARE SERVICES WITH STUDENT I.D.
VANITY BEAUTY AND WIG SALON
459 Wilson Street
-- Ask for Sylvia --
Brewer
When it gets time to deck your halls with
Boughs of Holly, come first to the Picture &
Gift Shop. All types of holiday decorations to
welcome in the new season.
For the best in all decorations its the 
P I CTURE &GI FT SHOP
Main St. Bangor
0 CIELO!
QUE BUONO PRANZO E
CON UNO PREZZO!
Namely, our
Veal Cutlet Parmesan
with Tomato Sauce.
A great dinner, still
only $3.65 with
translation included.
There's more to
Valle's than just
terrific steaks and
great lobster.
VALLE'S, mia bella!
can be habit forming
Portland: 140 Brighton Ave., teL 774-456 4551
Only 42 Knitting Days Left!!
VA News
Vietnam veterans may receive an
extra $60 per month in educational
payments as a result of the Senate
Labor and Public Welfare
Committee's recent approval of a bill
to increase such payment by 46 per
cent.
The raise from $130 to $190 a
month for a single veteran would, if
passed by the Senate, be retroactive
to Sept. 1, the start of the current
college year. The House has already
approved a 27 per cent boost in
educational payments.
According to the Associated Press,
the bill under consideration would
also expand benefits to include
on-the-farm instruction in a farm
cooperative plan, apprenticeships
allowances and vocational
rehabilitation assistance allowances.
An estimated 1,285,000 veterans
and their dependents would enjoy
the increases this year alone,
"Safety belts? Not if
I'm just going down to
the supermarket."
—Kathleen Farrell
(1943-1968)
"Safety belts? They
just make me ner‘ous.
Besides, they wrinkle
your clothes."
—Louis Claypool
0931-1968)
"Who can ever
remember to use the
darned thinits?"
—Gordon Fenton
(19214968)
What your excuse?
C) foAdvertisingh e  contributed.. public good.
estimated Sen. Alan Cranston,
D-Calif.
Veterans under the G. E. Bill are
offered a check list by the Veterans
Administration to be sure their G. I.
checks arrive on time, at the right
place and in the right amount.
I. Turn in your Certificate of
Eligibility to the College
Registrar.
2. Sec to it the school official
returns it promptly to the VA.
3. If your checks do not start
within a few weeks after the
VA gets your enrollment
certificate, contact your nearest VA
office.
4. If you change your college or
course of study, apply
immediately to VA for a new
Certificate of Eligibility.
5. If you change address to which
your checks are coming, notify
both the VA and the Post
Office.
6. Inform VA immediately of any
dependency changes due to
marriage, divorce, births,
deaths.
7.1f you drop out of school or
even reduce your course load -
tell the VA right away.
trtiMMIUMMilMeAktikW*Cifit4itiMik
iMake him a cory ski sweater with yarns from The Knit
1 Nook.. Peek-a-boo vests, crocheted skirt and pantspatterns given with our yarns.
The Knit Nook
Columbia Street Bangor
1Z411(3.4.~Willie~MtVICE3
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Blues revue at Hauck
On November 14th, Hauck scintillating rhythms of MUAB's
Auditorium will be swinging to the Folk
-Rock
-Blues Revue. The Revue
Rousing. spirited and hilarious
entertainment. Memnon at his best.
Wie011-11$154110
-
Not that it matters. but moot of it is true.
20th CENTURY-FOx PRESENTS
PAUL NEWMAN
ROBERT REDFORD
KATHARINE ROM
BUTCH CASSIDY AND
THE SUNDANCE KID
PANAVISION• COLOR BY DELUXE
Erial)
ACADEMY AWARD NOMINEE
CIVIL ENGINEERING
SENIORS!
YOUR FUTURE CAN BE IN TRANSPORTATION!
Our expanding transportation engineering
program includes an annual 1/2 billion dollars in
highway construction.
No Exam - Tuition refunds for Graduate Study.
See our recruiter on Tuesday, December 9, 1969. Visit your
Placement Office NOW for brochures and SIGN UP to hear
the full story, or write to.
Personnel Bureau
NEW YORK STATE DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
State Campus Building 5, Albany, New York 12226
features the finest of New England
performers. On hand will be The New
Addition, Dian and Zoltan, Rob
Lorimer and Roger and Diane.
The New Addition is a talented
group of skilled musicians. The group
has had successful engagements at
such well known spots as Boston's
Kenmore Club and New York's The
Bitter End, not to mention their
many appearances at about every
New England college campus.
Dian and Zoltan are a talented duo
who are no strangers to upper
classmen here at UMO. Their
renditions of folk, pop and blue-grass
tunes had made them favored
regulars at the Coffee House scene as
well as star attractions at a MUAB
sponsored concert last year.
Rob Lorimer is considered by
many to be the finest classical-blues
guitarist in New England. Besides
several appearances here on campus,
Rob spent all last summer appearing
at The Eastland in Portland.
Roger and Diane and a Colby
based group whose appearances
throughout New England and Canada
have made their names synonomous
with great entertainment. Friday the
14th will be their first major
appearance on the University of
Maine campus.
Tickets for this Revue are at the
unbelievable price of FREE! Reserve
seat tickets are available outside the
Bear's Den, from 9-12 upon
presentation of student ID. There
will be two showings, one at 7:30
and another at 9:15 p.m., and any
tickets that may be left over will be
available before the shows in the
Hauck Ticket Office.
the
go.w..04fd.
.%41.tee- alot
and
Restaimead
WITH COUPON BELOW
YOU GET 51t OFF
ON OUR CHICKEN BASKET
51( off on CHICKEN BASKET
on Thurs., Fri.,
Sat. & Sun. ----GOVERNOR'S
Sikorsky
Aircraft
REPRESENTATIVES WILL BE ON CAMPUS TO GIVE
SENIORS AND GRADUATES COMPLETE DETAILS ON
ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES
WITH THE PIONEER AND LEADING MANUFACTURER OF VTOL AIRCRAFT
See your College Placement Office now for an appointment on:
MONDAY, DECEMBER 1
SIKORSKY AIRCRAFT, Stratford, Conn. • Division of United Aircraft Corp. • An Equal Opportunity Employer
Five yards and
a cloud of dust
The colleges are running more
with the football this year. Take a
look at the games played Nov. 1.
Shooters terminate
winning streak
For the first time in five years,
the UM rifle team was beaten in a
dual meet.
The loss came at the hands of
Norwich which edged UM
1321-1316. The defeat snapped the
Maine victory streak at 35 matches.
Art Dugas of Norwich fired a
270 to take individual honors.
Gordon Ricker finished second,
shooting 269.
Other high scorers as follows:
Steve Miller - Norwich 267
Walt O'Connell - Maine 265
John Suab - Norwich 265
The Bears will be looking for
revenge when the teams have a
return match at Orono Dec. 6.
Game room
tourneys begin
next month
The Annual UM Game Room
Tournaments will be starting next
month.
Pocket billiards, three rails, single
table tennis, doubles table tennis,
co-ed pocket billiards, chess and
bridge will be played.
The two-fold purpose of the
tournaments is to first, encourage
friendly competion among
schoolmates and to spark an
interest in game room sports.
Secondly, the winner of each
competition will represent UM in
the Association of College Unions
Tournament.
This tournament will be held
Feb. 6 and 7 at Boston University.
18 to 28 schools will be competing
from all over New England.
Bridge and chess were initiated
into the program this year. The
chess tournament will be held Dec.
13 and 14 in the Walker Room of
the Memorial Union.
Anyone interested in competing
in any of the above tournaments
should see Ken Fournier in the
game room in the Union before
Dec. I.
blast
off to a safe and solid future.
Start investing your dollars in
life insurance right away. And
save big money on lower rates.
Build up tax-free cash value
sooner. Spread your wings. Act
now. Happy landing.
NORTHWESTERN MUTUAL LIFE
Mll WAUKEE
There is a difference...NM L,, and the difference growl
BRUD HODGKINS
26 Grove Street
Orono, Maine
866-4679
Undefeated Texas had four backs
who totaled over 100 yards each in
their 45-14 beating of SMU and
finished the game with 611 yards
rushing.
Ohio State, still No. 1, gained
362 yards on the ground enroute
to a 35-6 win over Northwestern.
Notre Dame really fixed its
running muscles, picking up 597
yards on the ground and a 47-0
shutout over Navy.
Tennessee ripped the Georgia
defense for 386 yards rushing in
their 17-3 win.
The pride of the East, Penn
State, racked up 398 yards rushing
while trimming Boston College
38-16.
Up, the grind 'em out running
pine is again hitting the spotlight.
Of course the forward pass will
never be surpassed as far as
spectator appeal goes, but the "five
(or three) yards and a cloud of
dust" philosophy still applies to
most major colleges.
Dave wings
to record
Dave Wing notched another UM
record in the Hofstra game last
week for most yards passing in a
single game.
Wing had been credited with 304
yards passing, but a keen eyed
backfield coach studying the game
films came up with a total of 308.
The old record was 307 set by
Dick DeVarney in 1965 against
Colby.
Which coack picked up the
discrepancy? Yup. none other than
coach Dick DeVarney himself.
However, DeVarney does not feel
too bad about losing the record.
tic still holds 11 other Maine
passing marks.
Intramural track
The Annual Intramural Track
Meet will be held Dec. 13 at 1
p.m. in the Field House.
Broad jump, 12 pound shop put,
high jump, 60 yard dash, 600 yard
run 1.000 yard run, 60 yard low
hurdles and a one-lap relay will be
held. The first four places will be
the ones that count in scoring.
The following are competition
entrance requirements:
I. Practice sessions will start
Monday, Nov. 17.
2. Eight legitimate practice
sessions are required by Thursday,
Dec. II. This means on the track
in the field house.
3. All practice sessions must be
recorded in the Office of Physical
Education. Check in before you
practice and checkout after
practice.
4. Members of the freshman
track squad and non-lettermen on
the varsity track squad need not
record their practice sessions as
long as they are under the
supervision of Coach Styrna.
5. You must be entered in
order to compete.
6. All organizations are
welcome to enter.
7. Entries close on Wednesday.
Dec. 10
Denver Bronco defensive taLkle
Rex Mirich, who injured his back
playing basketball just before the
start of training Lamp, has ended his
court career.
"From now on, I'm a one-sport
man," he says. "I'm playing football
and staying away from the dangerous
sports."
It
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Fr. Soccer posts 5
The UM freshmen soccer team
ended its season with five wins and
one loss.
The loss was to the Bowdoin
frosh by a score of 3-1. The five
The Oronoka
On your 20th birthday
with your U of M 1.0.
entitles you to a
FREE
$1.95
Sirloin Steak
November 13, 1969
wins, 1 loss in '69
wins were all shutouts and were
secured by defeating Hinckley
Academy twice, Colby frosh twice
and Kents Hill once.
The two goalies responsible for
the shutouts were Rich Brachold
and Carlton Miny. Co-captains were
John Roosevelt and Mike Wisnciski.
Les Ellison was high scorer with
three goals and one assist. Mike
Reed holds the number two spot
with four assists.
Paul Willis and Dave Dupouy
each had two goals to their credit.
Freshman coach Brud Folger
said, "Varsity coach Paul Stoyell is
looking forward to having this finc
freshmen team with him next year.
The team promises to be a great
boost to the varsity squad."
Bears give Citadel
a run for their money
by Blox Daugherty
The UM Bears gave the Citadel
Bulldogs a run for their money
Saturday night before bowing out
40-28 before 15,000 surprised
Charleston, S.C. fans.
The Citadel struck quickly,
getting two touchdowns before the
game was five minutes old. But the
Bears came bouncing back and
took the following kickoff 71
yards before losing the ball on
downs at the Bulldog nine. Again
in the first period, the Bears were
stopped deep in the Citadel's
territory.
Maine knocked on the door four
times in the second period but got
only one TD. Gene Benner scored
on a seven yard pass from Dave
Wing and after that the Bulldogs
thwarted Maine drives on the three,
five and eight yard lines. Two
touchdown passes were ruled out
of the endzone and two more were
dropped as the Bear receivers just
couldn't find the handle to hang
on to the ball.
Citadel came on strong in the
third stanza. Ben Javis and Bob
Duncan both scored their second
The frosh soccer team ended the season with five wins and one loss.
touchdowns of the game. Then
quarterback Tony Passander tossed
a 13 yarder to Billy Watson
putting the Bulldogs ahead 34-7.
The fighting Bears came right
back. Dick Todd jumped on a
Citadel fumble on the opponents'
46 and six plays later Dan Sullivan
scored on a five yard end run.
Todd grabbed another fumble in
the fourth quarter on the Bulldog's
26. Eight plays later Mike Barra
took it across from the two. John
Rhodes recovered another fumble
on the Citadel 28. Maine took
advantage of the break. Wing
passing to Benner from four yards
out. Benner made a grandstand
catch and Maine trailed by only six
points.
Passander, who is 21st in the
nation in total offense, then hit
Champ Reilly with a 70-yard pass
play and the Bears' victory hopes
faded. A pass for a two point
conversion failed and the scoring
ended with the homesters on top
40-28.
Maine and the Yankee
Conference gained gridiron prestige
in the contest, due to the
tremendous hitting and explosive
efforts. The defense caused II
Bulldog fumbles, recovered seven of
them and held Billy Watson, the
top punt return in the nation prior
to the game, to a meager five
yards in two returns.
Gene Benner broke the New
England major college pass
receiving record he set last week
against Ilofstra, hauling in 14
passes. Dave Wing had a good game
also, tossing for 234 yards - 178 of
them to Benner.
On to Burlington
The Big Blue winds up its 1969
grid campaign on Saturday against
the Catamounts of the University
of Vermont. For the first time
since 1966 the Bears have a chance
for a winning season. They are
currently 4-4.
Vermont sports a 3-5 log for the
season and is coming off last
week's 28-17 setback at the hands
of Lafayette. They have a well
balanced attack led by halfback
Bob Rogers who is the leading
rusher in the Yankee Conference.
Both Maine and Vermont have
2-2 Yancon records, so the winner
of the upcoming contest will end
up second in the New England
league.
Fr. Harriers 7th in
New England meet
The freshman X-country team
placed seventh among 28 schools
this weekend in the New England
Intercollegiate Meet held in
Franklin Park, Boston.
The six schools that came in
ahead of Maine were: UMass.,
UConn., Northeastern, Brown,
Central Conn., and the Coast
Guard. Maine trailed the two latter
teams by only a few points.
Outstanding runners for Maine
were: Larry Doblc, 21st in the
race; John Daley, 38th; Carl
Warren, 60th; Clayton Pluff, 80th;
Jake Ward, 88th; Russ Plaguer,
96th; and Gary Johnson, 100th.
The boys ran the three mile
course in pouring rain and in mud.
Jake Ward reported at one point
he actually got "stuck" in the mud
up to his knees.
This week the harriers travel to
New York City for the
Intercollegiate American Athletic
Association Meet. Schools from all
over the East will be competing.
Maine will be competing in the
college divisions as opposed to the
university division at the meet. The
college division is made up of the
smaller schools.
Mecaw Road
HAMPDEN, MAINE INDOOR TENNIS
MONDAY through THURSDAY
7 a. m. - 5 p. m.
5 p.m. - 11 p.m.
Doubles (4 players) $1.50 each per hour
Singles (2 players) $3.00 each per hour
Doubles (4 players) $1.75 each per hour
Singles (2 players) $3.50 each per hour
TENNIS INSTRUCTION
* 4 Championship courts
Open 7 days a week 7a. m. - 11 p. m.
Spacious dressing and shower rooms
* Ample parking facilities
* Racket rental available
* Towel rental
* Pro Shop
•SANGoi
MAIMPNAI
Telephone
947-8023
FOR RESERVATIONS
FRIDAY through SUNDAY
7 a. m. - 11 p.m.
Doublet (4 players)
Singles (2 players)
NMI
Canteen
_
fox & Ginn •
Snow &tag
Noolloy
$1.50 each per hour
$2.00 each per hour
NOITH
mbar
Loads H".'"
woitingho.s•
-
Map showing the location of
Indoco Tennis. in Hampden \
Bangor Auditorium
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